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Introduction
Most of the text which follows consists of fifty short articles
originally prepared as monthly contributions – with a tight word
limit − to a parish magazine. They were not conceived in any
particular sequence or order, and after reflection I’ve decided to
leave them unchanged here, even to the extent of retaining their
dates of composition, in order to enhance an impression that
these are what the French would call pièces de circonstance.
The subjects of the articles are individuals, families, occasionally
groups, with an intimate link to Sunningwell church.
The main point was to commemorate some of those buried in
the church and churchyard, or with a memorial there. To provide
more context I’ve prefaced the work with a brief introduction to
the parish and an outline guide to the church building. The
introduction serves also to present three famous Sunningwell
worthies – Roger Bacon, John Jewel, and J M W Turner – who
are definitely not buried here. There’s more on the intriguing
Bacon association in one of three appendices at the end; the
other two document notable remains from the Victorian period
(both with a Welsh connection). The whole text serves, I hope,
as an accessible exposition of some chief episodes in the history
and antiquities of a village recognizably akin to its equivalents
across the country, especially in southern and central parts of
England, but also with its own distinctive features.
With only a few exceptions I’ve not used annotation. After a
career writing severely professional history, I’ve relished some
freedom from the austere dictates of the footnote. Much of the
material comes from what are nowadays readily available
sources. Besides the evidence of the inscriptions themselves,
these include online census returns and registers of births,
marriages and deaths, the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, the Victoria County History for Berkshire (though
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it appeared back in the 1920s and is limited in scope), and
assorted local records in printed and digital form. For an
especially helpful assemblage of World War I documentation,
see item 19 (numbers in bold refer to the sequence below). For
the village’s own chronicler, see 11, 20, and 37-8: hers is a
quaint compilation, but very useful. I’ve used certain manuscript
documents, held privately or in the Oxfordshire History Centre
(formerly known as the Oxfordshire Record Office). Sometimes
I’ve drawn on the oral record too, notably in the suggestions
made by friends for subjects to write about.
Naturally, the accessibility of such evidence conditioned my
choices. What kind of overall picture do we derive from this
gallery of individual portraits? It’s overwhelmingly modern: we
possess hardly any firm information at all about the village in
its early centuries. My entry on its eponymous founder, Sunna
(44), is more or less pure speculation, albeit refined by the
insights of scholars of the Anglo-Saxon period. Even after the
Reformation, as literacy grew and official records were
instituted, we have only the sketchiest knowledge, at best, of
people in the community. So we couldn’t reconstruct much about
them, even if we had any clear trace of them in their last resting
place: but the older tombstones, if they survive at all, are
mostly illegible. At best there are dry bones, such as we
encountered on a recent dig behind the church (15). I examine
the history of the graveyard itself towards the end of the texts
below (45–6).
Monuments located within the church building (47) have
evidently endured far better. They allow us to explore the two
most prominent local families of the seventeenth century, one
lay and one clerical (8–11), as well as a pair of women whose
high status preserved them from total oblivion (30). Several of
the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century rectors have stories which
could be told here (17, 18, 24). The last of these, the late
Victorian Graham Squire, already stood on the threshold of the
modern age of mobility and rapid change. In fact a grandson of
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his would design one of the most elegant and exclusive of all
British sports cars and give it the family name. Earlier
Sunningwell already had its modest stake in the transport
revolution: the mother of William Morris, Lord Nuffield, whom
the motor magnate cherished so dearly that he continued to visit
her every day during his business career, was a daughter of Ann
Ursula Wheeler (just the right name!) from a numerous local
farming family, who had married at St Leonard’s in 1845.

were wealthy and well-educated (maybe also trained in the
newly-established public-school cadet forces), with the prospect
of a distinguished professional career before them: see the
entries on the Pinsents (22), Green (19), and the ‘missing
name’ of Darbishire (34). The other ranks (33) ranged from a
Honey (29), representing one of the oldest village families, to
Private Balls (21), whose very name was evidently not well
remembered by 1919.

Morris’ generation (he was born in 1877) is the first to yield a
significant number of my tales: Dowdall (26), Shawcross (43),
Burnett (31), and Thomas (39). Dale (3), Richards (14), and
Roby (5) were all rather older, Austin (41) markedly so. Then
follows a clutch of those born around the turn of the century:
Richard Carline (2), Hewitson (4), Vollum (27), Jewkes (28),
Blackman (12). As we shall see in more detail presently, the
bulk of these men – and they are males: given the social relations
of that day, women would begin to make a mark far more in
their daughters’ generation – came from outside our area, with
money accumulated by themselves and their families. It’s notable
how many moved away from the Midlands or the north of
England: see the entries for Dale, Roby, Haggie (25), Dowdall,
Burnett, Jewkes, Shawcross. They settled in the few substantial
houses of the parish, or in the imposing new homes built from
the 1890s onwards on the Sunningwell side of Boars Hill.
However, there are more homespun stories from that period
besides: the chronicler Edith Mathews (37–8: in historiography
the female breakthrough came earlier!), the farmers Greening
(32), or Wicks the builders at number 45 (16).

Some of our featured families remained conspicuous in
successive generations during the twentieth century, sustained
now equally by the efforts of their womenfolk, as with Carlines
(1) and Richardses, Pinsents (23) and Thomases (40). Incomers
provided generously for the community: Shawcross built it a
hall; Green gifted the cricket ground; Haggie and Burnett were
munificent towards the church. And World War II proved less
of a breach: Sunningwell, like other villages, suffered fewer
casualties. But the memorial in the church is seriously
incomplete. Whereas it lists Sidney Heath-Smith (6–7), who fell
after displaying conspicuous bravery during the Normandy
landings, it omits two soldiers who are actually buried here in
military graves: both Brian Carritt (35) and Rex Campbell
Thompson (36) died on war service in this country.

World War I cut a swathe through the cohorts of men born
between the 1870s and 1890s. In Sunningwell, as elsewhere,
the battlefields were no respecters of privilege; indeed they
claimed a greater proportion of officers, whose morale, exposure
to risk, and sometimes degree of bravado tended to exceed those
of the men they commanded. Thus fully half of the local fallen
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Our two longest-serving twentieth-century rectors both demanded
inclusion, though they were different types: the austere hands-off
gardener Whittington (20) and the cheery, familial Brunning (48).
The latter brings us almost to the present, as do the younger
subjects Mole (42) and Hopley (13), and to our conclusion in the
new churchyard. By this time all Sunningwell lives have become
heavily dependent on external determinants, and that means
above all Oxford connections. The process symbolized by the
village’s transfer from Berkshire to Oxfordshire in 1974 began
much earlier, at least by the end of the medieval period. Very
few of the tales recounted here have much of an Abingdon link
(Squire being a rare exception).
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Yet the world opened up by scrutiny of this rural graveyard
was never restricted to either Oxford or Abingdon. Look out
for mention of a very miscellaneous series of real celebs: the
painter Stanley Spencer and Kennedy of the Latin primer;
Friedrich Engels and King Charles I; Francis Drake and Ludwig
Wittgenstein; another painter, Augustus John, and another
philosopher, Henri Bergson; Agatha Christie and Iris Murdoch;
H M Stanley, Hartley Shawcross and even Saddam Hussein.
However much Sunningwell may have nurtured its ‘villageHampden’, its ‘mute inglorious Milton’, or its ‘Cromwell guiltless
of his country’s blood’, to cite the poet Gray’s memorable
catalogue of unknown village worthies (see also 46), it always
connected to much larger histories too.

The Village
Sunningwell is an ancient settlement in a fold of the slopes
which lead down from Boars Hill towards Abingdon. The name,
along with that of its sister community, seems to be first
recorded in the year 821 as ‘Sonnyngwella cum Baiwurda
[Bayworth]’. It appears in a charter which may well have been
forged at a later date by the monks of Abingdon, but whose
details needed to be close enough to the truth to be persuasive.
The ‘well’ is the pond still to be seen at the centre of the village: it
is fed by an underground spring warm enough to prevent it from
ever freezing. As we shall see (44), ‘Sunning’, i.e. the ‘ing’ of
Sunna, preserves the memory of an early Saxon clan. Bayworth
was founded as the enclosure (the ‘worth’ − an expression, like
‘ing’, from the earliest days of English settlement) of a still
obscurer individual called Baega.
We know nothing more about these ninth-century people, nor
about any of their predecessors, though the remains of brick
kilns on the hillside above the village testify that the Romans
valued this area. Legend has it that Sunningwell formed the
original site of the monastery which was then relocated beside
the river at Abingdon. At all events the village became part of
the extensive lands of the town’s Benedictine abbey throughout
the Middle Ages, albeit for some reason the monks never took
over its greater tithes, i.e. the tenth part of cereal crops grown
in the parish, but left them in the hands of the local incumbent.
For that reason Sunningwell’s clergymen (and now -women)
are to this day described as ‘rectors’ rather than ‘vicars’.

Interior of Sunningwell church, c. 1900
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The only clear survival from that period is the fabric of the
church (see next section). The village contains a number of other
old buildings, notably two farms now converted into private
accommodation: Church Farm almost opposite the church and
Beaulieu Court Farm at the top of the rise behind it. The
nineteenth-century Rectory is likewise no longer used for its
12

its original purpose, since the benefice was united with Radley
during the 1980s. Beyond it, however, what began as a mockElizabethan private dwelling is nowadays the ‘Flowing Well’
public house (20). Further in the direction of Bayworth stand
Sunningwell House, with an attractive eighteenth-century facade,
and across from it Sunningwell Manor, with a late medieval jetty,
or projecting upper storey, perhaps once a hospice or grange of
the Abingdon monks.

neighbouring settlement of Bayworth, around its pleasing little
chapel built in 1900. As the twentieth century proceeded, many
of the traditions of the historic agrarian community were lost
for ever. Nevertheless, Sunningwell itself remains a small and
largely unspoiled village, with many local activities. In the 1990s
an attempt to develop the glebe field (49) around the church for
housing was successfully resisted, as the House of Lords, in a
test case, declared the area to be a communal green.

The Manor (as it’s called, though it never functioned as such)
was the home of a prominent campaigner for women’s rights,
Una Dugdale, who had married her husband and fellow- crusader,
Victor Duval, at a ‘suffragette’ wedding (without promise of
obedience, etc.) in 1913. The Victorian school behind the pond
abuts an older cottage, and it was this house, or one close by,
where the painter J M W Turner used as a young man to stay
with his uncle and aunt, Joseph and Mary Marshall. We can
imagine him walking the path from here to Oxford over Boars
Hill and sketching drafts along the way for some of his
celebrated views of the city.
For centuries after the dissolution of Abingdon Abbey under
Henry VIII, most of Sunningwell belonged to a large estate.
Early owners were the Baskervilles (10-11), who lived in style
at Bayworth until profligate and eccentric living took their toll.
Once the manor house disappeared, the lords of the manor were
non-resident. In the eighteenth century the families of
Ston(e)house and Bowyer added Sunningwell to their holdings
at Radley (18). Then the estate passed to the Disneys of
Ingatestone in Essex, who sold up in 1912, at which time many
of its thirty-eight cottages passed into private ownership (16).
Most must subsequently have been demolished and replaced,
since the bulk of the village’s current housing stock is modern.
Other major changes took place around that date. Ample
properties began to spread on Boars Hill, part of which lies in
Sunningwell parish, and more modest ones at Whitecross on
the way to Wootton. There was expansion also of the
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Title page of the catalogue for the sale of the
Disney Estate, 1912
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The old school, which closed in the 1970s, is now a thriving
centre for the arts; while a new school on the edge of the village
(13) likewise flourishes, with over a hundred children from
Sunningwell and its vicinity on the roll. The village hall was
built a hundred years ago (43) and is widely used for meetings
and social events. Our oldest communal institution must be the
charity for the poor, first mentioned in the reign of Edward III;
but in modern times the cricket club, which plays on a pretty
recreation ground to the Wootton side of the village (19), can
boast a continuous history back well into the nineteenth century.

St Leonard’s Church
The present building is mainly fifteenth-century, in the
perpendicular style, though parts, including the chancel, are
earlier. The fine tower, newly restored, and with a good ring of
six bells, is typical for that time. It is built of better stone than
the earlier parts of the church. The massive blocks at its base
are from the local quarry at Bayworth (we know this from the
fossils they contain); but even to haul them those few hundred
yards must have been a colossal task. At the top of the tower is
an embattled parapet, with pinnacles and gargoyles at the angles.
On the external south side of the church, look for the blocked
lancet windows, part of an earlier construction of the nave.
Inside the church note the roofs, which contain some ancient
work, and the prominent bench-ends, worn by the touch of
generations of worshippers. The fundamental design is cruciform,
with a nave, two transepts (the northern transept being the site of
the vestry and tower above), and a chancel. Here that shape
has persisted to this day, whereas many wealthier English
churches added aisles and other amenities. For centuries
Sunningwell seems to have even lacked a porch. Most
unusually, one was added to the west end later.

Sunningwell Glebe with the village behind it, 2010
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The north and east walls of the Chancel are thirteenth-century,
but the east window was rebuilt a little later, in decorated style.
The window on the north side dates from that time; but the two
square-headed ones in the south wall exhibit the flatter tracery
of the perpendicular period, which began about 1350 and lasted
through the fifteenth century. The communion table is of oak
and Elizabethan in character. Medieval builders did not live in
an age of mass production and symmetry: note the slope of the
chancel walls, and the fact that the chancel is not quite central
to the nave. Samuel Fell (rector 1625-49) and his family lie
buried on either side of the sanctuary (8-9). The tablets on the
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north wall of the chancel are monuments of the same period to
the Baskervilles (10–11).
The whole chancel decoration was completely redesigned in the
Victorian period by the architect John Pollard Seddon (App. 1).
The oak chancel stalls and desks are part of his 1870s restoration.
The new scheme is important for two unusual and masterly
creations, the east window and the floor tiles. The window (24)
depicts the birth of Christ and the adoration of the Magi. Seddon
evidently derived ideas and patterns from his friends in the preRaphaelite movement; but his work is distinctive too. The dark
blue and green coloration is particularly striking.
The tiles are the only ones of their kind in England (though
similar pavements can be seen in two Welsh churches restored
by Seddon: at Llanbadarn Fawr, near Aberystwyth, and at St
Jerome, Llangwm Uchaf, near Usk). They illustrate the fourth
chapter of Revelation, the last book of the New Testament. The
pavement includes a nine-tile group centred on a winged figure
above a globe, surrounded by seven lamps with lettering beneath:
Scientia, Consilium, Sapientia, Fortitudo, Timor, Intellectus,
Pietas (Rev. 4:5: ‘And out of the throne proceeded lightnings
and thunderings and voices: and there were seven lamps of fire
burning before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God’).
There are also four-tile groups showing six- winged versions of
an ox, a lion, an eagle and a man; these are the ‘four beasts’
round about the throne (Rev. 4:6). Another four-tile group
depicts one of the ‘four and twenty elders’ who sat near the
throne and ‘cast their crowns’ before it, while yet another
shows a complex lamp, in fact a duplex (twin-wick) burner oil
lamp, a rare non-traditional image for a Victorian tile.
The Nave is late medieval, with an embattled north wall. The
former presence of a rood screen dividing chancel from nave is
indicated by the slot in the wall in the south-east angle of the
north transept. The screen of the south transept is probably the
centre part of that original screen. Wall monuments in the nave
include the war memorial, a place of remembrance often invoked
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in the stories below, and a tablet to Joseph Benet, who was rector
in the late eighteenth century and a friend of the young Turner
(17).
The hexagonal pulpit is Jacobean, while the oak lectern is
modern. The stone font with octagonal stem and bowl probably
derives from the fifteenth century. It is lined with lead, and its
wooden cover was a later addition. Only at the end of the Middle
Ages were benches or pews installed in the naves of churches,
where previously the congregation could walk about quite
freely. Oak seating at Sunningwell was renewed as part of the
1870s design, but the old carved elm bench-ends were reused.
These massive examples of rough wood-carving are technically
known as ‘poppy-heads’, perhaps from the French poupée (a
doll[-shape]).
The South Transept is late fifteenth-century in style, but its west
window dates from Tudor times. Its east window has three
Victorian panels depicting the Virgin Mary flanked by
Sunningwell church’s patron saint, Leonard, shown with the
chains which symbolize the traditional belief that he could
liberate captives, and by an archbishop of Canterbury, Edmund
Rich, who had been born in Abingdon in 1175, and was
canonized soon after his death in 1240, though his claims to
sanctity are these days generally reckoned rather spurious. On
the floor are the well-preserved gravestones of the high-born
women already mentioned (30).
The North Transept lies beneath the tower and now houses a
vestry at ground level. The first floor, which previously held a
pipe organ, has become a meeting room. On top of this there is
a ringing loft. The bell chamber, above the loft, holds the six
bells on a wooden frame, the oldest being the tenor, dated 1653.
This tower, or rather a predecessor which might not have been
on precisely the same site, is associated with Friar Bacon, the
thirteenth-century scientist who won the complimentary title
‘Doctor Mirabilis’ (App. 3). Bacon, a Somerset man, settled in
Oxford about 1250, where he began those researches which
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rendered his name famous. He is said to have made experiments
in the tower of Sunningwell church and, as he proclaimed the
possibility of microscopes and telescopes long in advance of
their known production, we may well wonder whether he did
not use the tower-top as a vantage point for testing his optical
theories.
The Jewel Porch is seven-sided and unique. Long associated
with John Jewel, rector in the 1550s and later bishop of Salisbury,
its style is a mixture of Gothic (door and windows) and
Renaissance (columns and parapet). Jewel (1522-71), a
celebrated divine and controversialist, became in his later years
the official champion of the newly-founded Anglican church.
He came from Devon and was educated at Oxford, where he
became a fellow of Corpus Christi in 1542. It is not known at
what date he took orders, but in 1552 he appears as rector of
Sunningwell. He evidently continued to live in Oxford, walking
to the village on Sundays – very conscientiously, so his
biographer tells us − to take services. He was deprived of his
fellowship on the accession of the Catholic Queen Mary, and

in 1555 fled abroad, to Frankfurt, Strasburg and Zurich. Four
years later, after the Protestant Elizabeth had ascended the throne,
he returned to England, and was promptly appointed to
Salisbury.
It has been supposed that the porch was constructed after Jewel
returned from the Continent, where he may have been inspired
to employ features from classical architecture on an English
church building for the first time. We do not know why it was
designed to cover the original west door, though it must have
afforded welcome shelter to people waiting for services, perhaps
attending baptisms and weddings which might take place in the
porch. And why the very rare form of a heptagon? The shape
might have suited some practical convenience; or maybe the
seven sides carry symbolical significance. The porch derives
additional interest from the fact that it dates from a time when
church building, even structural additions, had practically ceased
to be undertaken. The Reformation found the ecclesiastical
establishment in possession of edifices more than sufficient for
most of its needs over centuries to come.
However, there is no proof that Jewel built the porch, or even
had the porch built; and Felicity Heal and John Roberts have
recently suggested alternative scenarios.1 The same columns,
with their distinctive lozenges, appear, for example, on the
Elizabethan mansion of Sir Nicholas Bacon at Gorhambury, by
St Albans (see App. 3). Like much of what follows, the porch
opens up more paths into the past than it terminates.

The Jewel porch
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1

Felicity Heal, John Jewel and the English Reformation (Sunningwell,
2009); John Roberts, ‘The Jewel Porch, St Leonard’s Church, Sunningwell’
(diss, OUDCE Postgraduate Certificate in Architectural History, 2012).
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Tales from God’s Acre

part of the bizarre personal relationships of that great eccentric
from Cookham. More about them in our next number.
July 2010

1

Carlines (i)

The editor of our parish news-sheet has suggested a series to
introduce some of the interesting people buried or otherwise
commemorated in and around our church. I begin at one of the
largest graves, with memorials to six members of the same family,
the Carlines, for whom painting was a stock in trade. They lie
in the shadiest corner of the cemetery, east of the chancel and
near the entrance to the Rectory grounds. Founder of the
family, for our purposes, was George Francis Carline, born in
Lincoln in 1855, and trained as an artist in London, Belgium and
France. Having thus struck out on his own (his father was a
prominent solicitor), George married an orphan housemaid,
Annie Smith, and set up his studio, first in Fulham and then, for
twenty years or so, in and around Oxford.
Presumably – though I’d be grateful for information about that
– they lived at some point in this parish. At all events their
second son Roland, who died as an Oxford undergraduate in
1906 at the age of 20, is the first of the Carlines to be buried
here. His elder brother George was also fairly short-lived, though
he had time to become a museum director in Yorkshire.
Meanwhile George the father, by then a renowned painter of
everything from landscapes and portraits to genre scenes and
advertisements for Pears soap, moved back to London. He too
died in his prime, at Assisi in 1920 on one of the family’s regular
painting trips to Italy. Annie Carline now belatedly took up art
on her own account and made quite a name for herself with
watercolours in a somewhat nativist style. She lived until 1945,
long enough to enjoy the celebrity of her son Richard and her
daughter Hilda, who married Stanley Spencer and thus became
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2

Carlines (ii)

Richard Carline was born in 1896 on the Woodstock Road and
had a classic Oxford education: Dragon S chool and St Edwards.
But like his parents and most of his siblings − whom we met in
the last newsletter − he became an artist. Richard was much
touched by the new movements of the early twentieth century in
Britain and France (he had a period of study in Paris), but his
subjects remained traditional. He was a war artist for a time, one
of the first to paint from an aeroplane. When peace returned he
settled in Hampstead like the rest of the family, while still
teaching at Oxford for a time. Carline took a very
cosmopolitan view of art, valuing everything from murals to
picture postcards and non-European native art. He was also a
highly capable organizer of artistic events and institutions.
That emphatically cannot be said of Richard’s close friend
Stanley Spencer, the famous Cookham eccentric. The bond
between them was sealed by Spencer’s marriage to Carline’s
sister Hilda in 1925. But Spencer’s relationships with women
were as strange as the rest of his affairs. Eventually Hilda found
herself in a ménage à quatre, as Stanley divorced her and wed
a bisexual neighbour from Cookham, who promptly took up
(even on honeymoon!) with a further local lady. Nevertheless,
Hilda continued to be Spencer’s prime confidante and muse till
her death in 1950. In that same year Richard Carline himself
finally married another painter, Nancy Mona Higgins. For three
decades more the Carline household remained one of the foci of
artistic circles in north London; but when Richard died in 1980
he chose to be buried in the family grave in Sunningwell, where
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he is now commemorated with Nancy on a bright new headstone
set up after the latter’s death at a grand old age in 2004. There
are still Carlines in our area: two of them came to a concert in
the church during the recent festival.
August 2010

3

Dale

College. But that was decades earlier, and Alfred appears to
have died in 1921. So May must have had the house built.
Evidently she was a woman of substance herself. Sue
Reynolds, who lives in Winterslow Cottage, originally the
premises for May’s gardener, has heard tell that she was a Dame,
i.e. a woman honoured in her own right. There is no mention of
this on her tomb; but that may just be the modesty appropriate
to a graveyard − after all, Alfred Dale had been knighted, so she
must have been at least a Lady.
September 2010

Next to the Carline tombs, which we looked at over the last
two months, stands a striking monument all in wood. Its main
feature is a long vertical board with an inscription to May
Winterslow Dale, who died in 1935. There is a puzzle here,
which perhaps a reader can help to solve. But first let us consider
May’s family connections, some of which are very clear. She
was wife and then widow of Alfred William Winterslow Dale, a
noted academic, initially at Cambridge, and then at Liverpool,
where in 1903 he became founding vice- chancellor of the newly
chartered university. Alfred’s father had achieved still greater
celebrity: Robert William Dale was one of the most prominent
nonconformist ministers of the nineteenth century and a key
figure in the public life of Birmingham. When Dale senior died
in 1895, his son wrote a life of him which passed through
several editions.
The link with Sunningwell is established by that middle name
‘Winterslow’, also the name of a house on Lincombe Lane built
in 1924 ̶ the date has been neatly incised on its facade. Now
Winterslow is a village in Wiltshire, the home of Alfred’s
maternal grandfather. Robert Dale had lived at Winterslow House
on Birmingham’s Bristol Road, and must have liked the name
well enough to have it attached to his family, adopted even by
his daughter-in-law. Why then did May move to Boars Hill?
One clue might be that Robert had been closely associated with
the transfer of a nonconformist educational foundation from
Birmingham to Oxford, where it became known as Mansfield
23

4

Hewitsons

Capt. Mark Hewitson is, so far as I know [but see below!], the
only Member of Parliament to be buried in Sunningwell. He
and his wife Gwynneth are commemorated by two flat stones
near the chancel wall. Hewitson was born in county Durham in
1897 and – besides service in both World Wars, which earned
him his rank – he followed a career in north-east England as a
trade-union official and a Labour party activist. Just before the
1945 election he was chosen to replace a sitting member in one
of the Kingston upon Hull constituencies who suddenly died
during the campaign: so he was last to be returned in that very
long-drawn-out contest. Mark does not seem to have played any
conspicuous role in the House of Commons, though he did
espouse causes relating to the White Fish Authority and football
pools, inter alia. In any event he retained a Hull seat until he
stood down, on grounds of ill-health, in 1964. At that time
there was also talk of a call-girl scandal; but perhaps such
suspicions were in the air then, just a year after the notorious
Profumo affair.
While Hewitson was pursuing studies in Oxford during the 1920s,
presumably at Ruskin, the trade-union college, he had met and
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married Gwynneth Wicks, daughter of the Sunningwell builder,
who shared his socialist beliefs. After Mark’s retirement, they
settled in the village, living at no. 57, a property which had been
hived off behind the Wicks house and builder’s yard at no. 45
(see 16). It was a small bungalow, remarkably modest for a
former MP: definitely (and despite the earlier involvement with
fish – and pools) lacking any moat or duck island. Mark died in
1973, but Gwynneth survived him by over 20 years and was
greatly valued in Sunningwell for her unstinting service to the
community, especially to the primary school and the local health
facilities. The Hewitsons’ bungalow was then quite neglected;
just recently it has been replaced by the new wood-finished
chalet-house called Foxcombe Lodge.
October 2010

5

Roby

A prominent sand-coloured headstone in the east of the
churchyard commemorates Frank Henry Roby, who was born
in 1863 and died in 1940. It tells us that he lived at Woodlands
on Boars Hill, a vast late-Victorian house with still vaster garden
on the Sunningwell side of Foxcombe Road. There, as his
friends recorded, he laid out secret pathways, a grotto, and
even ‘a canal for flat-bottomed dinghies’. Roby’s enthusiasm
for nature was combined with public-spiritedness. He liked to
walk every afternoon, and would invite others to set out with
him in a car driven by his ‘rather dour and unrespectful
Lancashire chauffeur’. Out of this sociability and concern for
the countryside grew, from 1926, the Oxford and District
Footpaths, Bridlepaths and Commons Preservation Society,
nowadays known as the Oxford Fieldpaths Society. Roby was
evidently also active in the initiatives to protect our local
landscape, beginning with the Berkeleys’ golf course almost
opposite his own front door – the first terrain to be acquired by
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the Oxford Preservation Trust – and the Happy Valley from
Chilswell down to Hinksey.
Thus is Frank Roby remembered as a pioneering local
environmentalist. However, his family background was no less
interesting. His father, Henry John, had been a man of many
parts. He began as a promising Cambridge classicist, author of
a Latin grammar which rivalled the famous and much longerlived Kennedy primer. Having set out his stall as teacher and
educationalist, Henry Roby changed career in the 1870s,
becoming a business partner in the cotton-spinning firm set up
by his wife’s family and other immigrant Germans in
Manchester. In the process he bought out a certain Friedrich
Engels, who was using profits from the factory to fund the
subversive writings of his friend Karl Marx. After a spell as an
MP, Roby took his surplus value from the enterprise and retired
to the Lake District, spending much time out of doors, as his
son would later do in the gentler hills around Sunningwell. Why
the latter moved down south I do not know. Perhaps he kept on
that hard-faced chauffeur to remind him of more rugged climes.
November 2010

6

Heath-Smith (i)

It seems fitting to move for the winter season to consider
monuments inside the church. Its internal walls were traditionally
reserved for inscriptions to commemorate residents of substance,
including former clergy; most of these have been in place for
generations, perhaps centuries, as we shall see later. But first,
one of the most recent plaques, on the south side of the nave,
which recalls Sidney John Heath-Smith, a young soldier killed
on the western front near the very end of the Second World
War. It is fitting that such a sad mark of respect should attract
attention at the time of Remembrance.
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This year our friend Adam Asher, the teacher who brings boys
from Cothill School to our Sunday services, revealed himself
as an expert on the military history of the war. He promptly
undertook to research Heath-Smith’s life, and what follows I
owe to him, with warm thanks.
Sidney John Smith (‘Heath’ was his mother’s maiden name and
he added it to his own later) was born on 4 February 1919 in
Warwickshire. We know that his parents (Sidney Vere and
Constance Louise) subsequently brought the family to live at
Fairacre on the Lincombe Lane spur, though as yet we cannot
say why. Sidney attended Oxford High School for Boys, on the
corner of George Street and New Inn Hall Street – nowadays
the university History faculty – a place already famous for
numbering Lawrence of Arabia amongst its alumni. Thence he
moved the short distance as an undergraduate to St Edmund
Hall, where he excelled as a sportsman (especially as a boxing
blue). On graduation from Oxford he attended Sandhurst, and
from there – just as he celebrated his 21st birthday – he joined
the 2nd battalion Oxon and Buckinghamshire light infantry as a
second lieutenant. The following year his battalion became an
air-landing unit, and in 1943 it joined the 6th airborne division.
That was a good year for Sidney: he married Gillian Blake in
Solihull, and also attained the rank of major, with command
over a heavy company. What happened to him afterwards will
be narrated next month.
December 2010

7

Heath-Smith (ii)

Last month we left Sidney John Heath-Smith in the middle of
the war as a soldier with growing responsibilities and as a newlywed. A son Richard was born in August 1944, but by that
time the baby’s father was engaged in desperate combat in
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France. On the evening of D-Day, 6 June 1944, he and his
battalion landed by glider on the eastern flank of the allied front
(some of them were involved in the famous action to capture
Pegasus Bridge). They managed to rendezvous; but over the next
weeks, under heavy fire and then facing a panzer division, made
painfully slow progress from village to village. In August came
a breakthrough: they fought through 45 miles in 10 days and
advanced to the Seine. As a result Heath-Smith and his battalion
were withdrawn in September to the UK to recuperate and
reorganize. They had already lost around 400 men missing in
action or injured.
When the Germans began their counter attack through the
Ardennes in December, the battalion was rushed back to help
stem the tide. They were involved in skirmishing and patrolling
as the front moved into Belgium and Holland, then returned to
Britain again to prepare for crossing the Rhine into Germany.
This took the form of Operation Varsity, the largest air-drop of
its kind in history, which began on 24 March 1945. Since the
land battle had already commenced, the Germans were in
readiness, and the gliders met with ferocious fire both in the air
and on the ground. Fighting was so vicious that one platoon
resorted to a bayonet charge. Although the battalion achieved
all of its objectives, and was one of the first units to link up
with Russian troops advancing from the east, it suffered terrible
casualties, amounting to two-thirds of the men. Our tablet records
that Major Heath-Smith was one of them. He is buried in the
commonwealth war cemetery at Reichswald Forest near the town
of Kleve (better known to English history as Cleves), on the
German border with Holland.
I’m most grateful to Adam Asher for his research which has
revived the memory of this fallen Sunningwell serviceman so
poignantly. I hope we shall be able to find out more about others,
notably those on our war memorial. However, as some of the
pages that follow will show, that is a considerably easier task in
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respect of the casualties of 1914-18, given that crucial sources
such as census records are not yet available for later periods.
January 2011

8

Fell (i)

The grave within the church which most touches on big issues
and national history is also perhaps the least conspicuous of its
monuments. Immediately to the left of the altar is a modest
floor-tombstone with the single word ‘depositum’ [laid down,
i.e. buried], the initials ‘S.F.’, and the date 2 February 1648.1
Or is it 1649? The figure of the last digit seems to lie between
the two. And so it actually does. Until the calendar reform of
1752, February was reckoned part of the old year. So this is
indeed, in our terms, 1649, famously the year of King
Charles I’s public execution at Whitehall. That event took
place on 30 January, and now we can begin to see
Sunningwell’s surprising connection with great matters, since
‘S.F.’ stands for Samuel Fell, one of the king’s close associates.
Fell was born in London in 1584 and pursued a steep career as
academic and theologian. By 1619 he became a canon of Christ
Church, his old college in Oxford. In the fashion of the time, he
acquired several other ecclesiastical offices, one of them that of
rector of Sunningwell. But he operated mainly at the university,
where he became professor of Divinity and in 1638 dean (i.e.
head) of Christ Church. Preferment was smoothed by his
advocacy of King Charles’ controversial and invasive religious
policies. When those policies led to civil war, the king made his
headquarters in Oxford and ran his business from the deanery at

Christ Church, cheek by jowl with his faithful servant Fell, who
was duly appointed vice-chancellor of the university. Once
Charles had lost, Fell’s days in Oxford were numbered. He
refused to budge voluntarily from Christ Church and had to be
evicted by the incoming parliamentarians. Now, for the first time
maybe, he could appreciate Sunningwell, close at hand, but
remote enough that no one thought to deprive him of the living.
He died here three days after his king was beheaded, and from
shock, so it is plausibly said. Not for nothing does his tomb
also display a skull, as a memento mori…
February 2011

9

Fell (ii)

Samuel Fell married Margaret, daughter of Thomas Wylde, in
1624. Wylde was a wealthy clothier in Worcester, where he
lived at a fine half-timbered house called the Commandery which
still stands today. The Fells had a numerous family, and the
first of them to be buried in Sunningwell church are a son and
two daughters, all of whom died young during the 1630s. Their
gravestone, located just opposite Samuel’s, on the other side of
the altar, is decorated with primitive little cherubic faces: four of
them in all, since a further child, Thomas Washbourne, lies there
too. We know that a man of that name, also from
Worcestershire, married another of the Fell daughters in 1639.
Presumably the tomb therefore records an infant grandson of
Samuel and Margaret: more testimony to the appalling child
mortality of the time, and to the tradition of frequently giving
children the same Christian names as their parents.
As you may recall from last month, when the Civil War was
lost, the whole Fell family were forcibly evicted from their
lodgings in Christ Church by roundhead soldiers (in one Fell

1

Actually, if you look very closely, you will see the date is written not ‘2nd’,
but ‘2th’, which suggests to me that the mason must have been illiterate. Most
ordinals have ‘th’ after them, so he was used to it.
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swoop, so to say) and found refuge at Sunningwell. Margaret
died here four years after her husband, in 1653, and was buried
beside her deceased offspring. The most famous of the Fells’
children, however, did not stay on in Sunningwell. Their eldest
son, John, made a rapid career at Oxford, in due course attaining
the same office, the deanery of Christ Church, as his father
before him. From there he rose to be bishop of Oxford, and he
is also remembered as one of the chief promoters of the
university press. Villagers may not have been too sorry to see
the back of him, since John Fell was evidently a difficult man.
So difficult that he is commemorated in a celebrated rhyme:
I do not love thee, Dr Fell,
The reason why I cannot tell.
But this I know, and know full well,
I do not love thee, Dr Fell.

Did Oscar Wilde perhaps have Fell too in mind when he said,
of the artist Whistler, that he ‘had no enemies, but was thoroughly
disliked by all his friends’?
There may nevertheless be a local reminiscence of Dr Fell,
actually inside our church. Our old silver chalice, still brought
out on special occasions, bears the inscription ‘Sunningwell
1660’. That was the year of the Restoration. We have no
evidence, but what more natural than that John, arch-royalist
son of an arch-royalist father, should have celebrated this date,
to which he would owe his own meteoric rise, with a gift for
the building where both his parents lie interred?
March 2011

10

Baskervilles (i)

Quite unlike the skulking Fell tombs examined over the past
two months, our monument to the Baskervilles is prominent
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and pompous, as befits the most notable lords of the manor of
Sunningwell and Bayworth. The inscription, which occupies an
oval surmounting a square, embraces three generations of the
family; but curiously the eldest of those commemorated is at
the bottom and was buried elsewhere – in London’s St Paul’s,
no less, for Sir Thomas Baskerville ranked as a sort of national
hero. The eulogistic verses to him on the north wall of our
chancel originally, we are told, adorned his grave in the old
cathedral before the ‘dreadfull fire of London’ which destroyed
the whole edifice in 1666.
Thomas Baskerville came from a powerful gentry clan settled
in Herefordshire and adjacent parts of Wales. We know little
about his early life (we don’t even know when he was born);
but he was definitely a younger son and by the 1580s chose a
military career. In this he was extraordinarily successful, and
soon played an important role in Elizabeth’s war against Spain
on both land and sea. One episode stands out: in 1595–6
Baskerville accompanied Francis Drake on what proved to be
his last expedition to the Indies, and it was Baskerville who
cast Drake’s body into the sea in a lead coffin after the great
mariner had perished of a fever on board. Thereafter Baskerville
became ‘Generall of ye English forces in France’, but himself
died there suddenly in 1597. Just two months earlier, Thomas’
wife Mary, a Throckmorton from Gloucestershire, had given
birth to their son Hannibal. And the couple had recently
acquired an estate near Abingdon, though Thomas probably
never saw it.
The widowed Anna now settled down at the manor house in
Bayworth with a new husband from the county set, a Scudamore,
who proved base and litigious. The young Hannibal had to fight
for his inheritance and, perhaps in order to secure it, promptly
married a Baskerville cousin, another Mary. Hannibal came to be
known as a reclusive and melancholy figure, who gave lavishly
to the poor. Indeed he was, as the contemporary antiquary
Anthony Wood records:
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So great a cherisher of wandering beggars that he built
for them a larg place like a barne to receive them, and
hung up a little bell at his back-dore for them to ring
when they wanted anything.

Family life may have contributed to his melancholy. As our
memorial shows, Hannibal and Mary had seven sons (look
closely: the mason began to inscribe only six!) and two daughters;
all but one predeceased their father. When Hannibal himself
died, ‘aged about 72’, in 1668, much of his remaining wealth
was spent on his funeral in Sunningwell church – a sign of
things to come, as we shall see next time.
April 2011

11

Baskervilles (ii)

By 1680, when our church monument was installed, Thomas
Baskerville, the only surviving child of Hannibal and Mary, was
‘lord of the mannour’. Thomas shared some of his father’s
traits: he also seems to have been generous and whimsical. He
too was familiar with learned men at the university such as
Anthony Wood, who came out to visit him at Bayworth.
However, Thomas was himself more of an antiquary than
Hannibal, with a keen curiosity about topography and history.
Like many well-to-do gentry of his time, he also travelled widely.
Yet he was unusual in that he showed most interest in recent
events, and his journeys did not take him very far afield. He left
fascinating records of his own locality, some of which have
been published, notably in the little book by Edith Mathews,
which itself appeared just a century ago.1 Baskerville reports,
for example − though the prudish Miss Mathews left it out –
that

The People here will have thier Joke, and Say That
All the Maydes in Sunningwell
May daunce in an Egg’s Shell.

Thomas was buried here on 16 November 1700, leaving just
one son, Matthew Thomas, then still of tender years. Over the
next two decades this last of our Baskervilles led a life so
profligate and debauched that the estate was ruined. Another
Oxford antiquary, Thomas Hearne, noted in 1721: ‘[Thomas’s]
Son spent all, died heart broken (occasioned by thinking what
he had done), & now the Family is exstinct.’ A few years later
Hearne passed by again and added that ‘the old house of the
Baskervilles is now almost quite gone to ruin’. Soon there was
nothing to see above ground at all, and new farm buildings were
erected on another part of the site. In our day, those too have
gone, but the Abingdon Area Archaeological and Historical
Society conducted a dig recently which made major finds,
including a fine trackway leading in the Abingdon direction,
maybe for the Baskerville carriage to travel in state.
It was as if a curse had struck the family: Hearne says so
explicitly. Moreover, there must have been hounds in the vicinity
of the manor (especially at Bayworth, of all places?). It’s
tempting to try to find a link between our Baskervilles and the
famous thriller by Arthur Conan Doyle. That’s a long shot: after
all, Sherlock Holmes was summoned to a squarely Devonian
location and the story drew on the legend of a devilish Dartmoor
squire. Yet the origins of the tale do seem to lie in the
seventeenth century – and Conan Doyle himself supplied the
name of Baskerville. Most likely he heard of it from the old
heartlands of the family, in the Welsh borders. Or should we
hire a detective to establish Sunningwell’s claim?
May 2011

1

[Edith E. Mathews], Sunningwell and Bayworth, AD 811 to AD 1911
(Abingdon, 1911).
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Blackmans

As summer approaches let’s go outside again and return to the
churchyard. Chris MacMichael directed my attention to a tall
headstone near the main gate, weathered to dark brown, with
deeply incised inscriptions on both sides. One of them bears a
striking text. It reads:
Life is eternal. And love is immortal. And death is only
an horizon. And an horizon is nothing save the limit of
our sight.

This text I find to be variously attributed. It’s claimed for a
nineteenth-century American poet, Rossiter W Raymond, who
was also a lawyer and a mining engineer. Having been a professor
of Ore Deposits, he later functioned as the New York
Commissioner of Electrical Subways. He was a prolific writer
too, but maybe not a wholly original one, since others say that
the powerfully consoling message reproduced on our tombstone
was actually composed 200 years earlier by the great Quaker,
William Penn.
On the other side of the stone are the three people it
commemorates. In the centre is a pioneering agricultural scientist,
Geoffrey Emett Blackman. Born in London in 1903, Blackman
came from a family of biologists: they included his father,
uncle and an aunt who rejoiced in the name of Dame Harriette
Chick (and was a good advertisement for the Nutrition Society
she helped to found, since she lived to the age of 102).
Geoffrey worked for ICI and for various research institutes;
already by 1932 he was writing to The Times about the control
of leatherjackets by means of lead arsenate. From 1945 he was
at Oxford as Sibthorpian professor of ‘Rural Economy’ (as it was
then still called: nowadays ‘Plant Sciences’). He is said to have
laid the foundations of the study of selective herbicides. He
died in February 1980, ‘suddenly and peacefully after enjoying
his favourite lunch’.
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Blackman was survived by his wife, Audrey, née Seligman, a
successful sculptress who exhibited extensively in London
galleries and developed her own range of glazes and ceramic
figurines. At their Boars Hill home they were keen gardeners,
and – not surprisingly – nurtured some spectacular plants,
especially rhododendrons. Audrey died in 1990. So far, so clear;
yet there is also a puzzle on our gravestone. The name at the
top, and therefore presumably the one for whom that inscription
was first intended, is Norman Eric Thomas, born, we are told,
on St Helena in 1914 and died here in 1967, ‘fondly remembered
by Sidney Constantine and Geoffrey and Audrey Blackman’.
Does anyone know the story of this man, who came from far
beyond our local horizons, ‘the limits of our sight’, indeed
from one of the remotest places in the world; and how he entered
so completely into the lives of the Blackmans – and of the
likewise unexplained Sidney Constantine as well – that they
share the same resting-place?
June 2011

13

Hopley

Only one of the more recent departed has a monument both
inside and outwith the church building. A modest flat stone near
the porch records John and Marion Hopley. On the nave wall
a burnished brass plaque tells us that John was churchwarden
for 30 years until his death in 1988. He had served for a time in
the RAF and is remembered as a tall, ample figure, firm and a
little stern in his manner. I expect he sat in the pew with his
warden’s staff at the end! In particular he would tap on the
shoulders of the young if he thought they were misbehaving in
church.
That’s hardly surprising, since John Hopley was also the village
schoolmaster. When he arrived in the mid-1950s, he taught in the
building just opposite the church, behind the pond. He lived with
36

Marion in the adjoining house, where they brought up their two
daughters. By then the school had occupied those premises for
nearly a century; but the location was far older. Much earlier
there is already reference to a ‘messuage in Sunningwell, on the
north-west side of the Great Pond there, together with the
orchard thereto belonging, containing half an acre’, and to a
‘house or building used as a school-house, and adjoining the
garden, belonging to the said last-mentioned messuage’. The
place does not seem to have served educational purposes in any
continuous fashion; but in the 1870s the associated charity was
reorganized, and an order given for the use of a ‘competent
part of the income in aid of any school or schools for the
education of the poor of the parish and conducted so as not to
exclude any person on religious grounds’.
By the Hopleys’ time the edifice had clearly become inadequate
to the village’s needs. Not only was it dilapidated and
insalubrious; but there was no space for expansion. On
1 April 1972 John Hopley signed off his admissions register
with a flourish, and took his 54 pupils to their new building on
Dark Lane. In fact, within a few years numbers on the roll there
had fallen down to the low thirties, and when the head
handed in his resignation on grounds of age at the end of 1986,
closure threatened. Sadly John was struck down with a terminal
illness even before he could hand over, though his widow
continued to live in the house by the pond for a further fifteen
years. Over the next decades the school bounced back.
Meanwhile the old site had been settled and reanimated by
Sunningwell School of Art, a great success story of today’s
village, having survived its own crisis in the late 1970s when the
charity commissioners wanted to have it sold off on the open
market. One of the very last actions of the local MP, Airey
Neave, before his assassination by Irish terrorists was to help
persuade them otherwise.
July 2011
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Richards

Many of our gravestones are so badly weathered that it’s hard
to make out any inscription. We need more information, and a
stimulus, to unlock their secrets. At our recent Discovery day,
one of the visitors was hunting for the tomb of her greatgrandfather, Sir Henry Erle Richards. We couldn’t locate it at
the time. But by consulting records, Ann and Mike Walsh have
now managed to find it – right outside the porch, between the
two paths to the church door! It turns out to be well worth
exploring.
Richards, born in London in 1861, came from a professional
family that was squarely part of the Victorian establishment.
Though his father was a prebendary at St Paul’s Cathedral,
several ancestors had been lawyers. Erle (as he seems generally
to have been known) followed in their footsteps. Having been
educated at Eton and Oxford, he practised at the bar, then spent
some time in India and became an expert on international law,
finally as professor of that subject at Oxford, with a fellowship
at All Souls College. He assessed the legal evidence on a number
of tricky issues of the day, such as jurisdiction over the Panama
Canal, fishing rights in the Atlantic, arbitrations about places as
far afield as Venezuela and Samoa, and the law of the air, which
manned flight had suddenly turned into a paradise for
disputation. With his wife Isabel, daughter of yet another lawyer,
Richards settled on Boars Hill with their four teenage daughters,
where they tilled their garden and enjoyed country life. He
was evidently a cheerful and companionable man and a lively
speaker: one of his friends tells us he had a style ‘at once judicial,
clear, and arresting, enlivened by flashes of a lambent humour’.
He died in 1922.
The Richards daughters made waves too. One of them, perhaps
predictably, married a lawyer, Eric Beckett, who after a spell at
All Souls became a British government adviser on just the kind
of cases his father-in-law had helped adjudicate. Two of the
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others fell farther from the tree. Enid Eleanor married Geoffrey
Faber, another fellow of All Souls, the publisher of Auden and
Eliot and many more. There was never anyone but Geoffrey
behind the famous imprint ‘Faber & Faber’: it’s said he thought of
his wife when creating the title. Lady Faber outlived her husband
by over thirty years. Almost as long-lived was Audrey Richards,
a celebrated social anthropologist. Audrey did much fieldwork in
many parts of Africa, and she contributed important studies on
nutrition. But her greatest achievement grew out of living with
the Bemba people in what was then Northern Rhodesia
(nowadays Zambia) and observing the tribe’s female initiation
rites. Maybe she was attuned to that from her own earlier family
life with her sisters on Boars Hill.
August 2011
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Unknown Villagers

As many people may have noticed, we recently undertook
drainage works at the back of the church. Trenches needed to
be dug, and pipes laid to carry away surplus water which had
been soaking parts of the building. This was a golden opportunity
to learn more about what lies in the ground on the south side:
indeed we were required to hire an archaeologist to observe the
job and comment on any finds. The area does not seem to have
been used for any recorded burials; but who knows what might be
concealed in ground so close to the medieval structure itself!
Sadly we learned less than we had hoped. By some confusion, if
that’s what it was, the contractors drove their machine through
the site first and informed the archaeologist afterwards. By the
time the latter arrived, she could only note the presence of several
burials – and pick through disconnected bones on the spoil
heaps.

tell stories, or at least give us scope to speculate. Nick Daisley
kindly took a look at the dozens of individual items. He
immediately identified two right-arm humerus bones, thus
confirming that we had parts of more than one skeleton. There
were also two large tibias, quite dissimilar from each other, to
make the same point. Most striking was evidence about the age
of these village forbears of ours. One had a sacrum (the bone at
the base of the spine) fully fused by much sitting; and the bestpreserved piece of skull bone – normally too thin to survive in
more than small fragments – likewise appears to have belonged
to someone of mature years, since it displays kinds of granulation
which form only gradually. Other items revealed signs of
arthritis and perhaps osteoporosis, suggesting a lengthy, albeit an
increasingly painful, span of life. Two bones even show
evidence of butchery, sharp cuts with a knife, but we must
hope that these are remains of animals rather than humans.
Nick’s comments can be found on our website at
stleonardsunningwell.org.uk/history.
The episode raises larger questions too. Why were burials not
spread evenly all around the church? If that’s because the south
side was too constricted, then why had not the building been
placed more centrally in its yard? And anyway, were the
boundaries of the yard constant over the centuries (until the
extension to the west which occurred just some 30 years ago
[49])? Shifting boundaries could, of course, explain those animal
remains. Besides, there must have been reuse of the burial ground
over the centuries. Is our trove in fact a reinterment of assorted
pieces, removed from elsewhere, as commonly happened?
Certainly we owe it to our new-found bones to rebury them again
with due decorum – and in a part of the graveyard where they
may now lie undisturbed for a long time to come.
September 2011

So the official report is disappointingly thin. It’s impossible to
date burials in such circumstances. Yet even isolated bones can
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No. 45, Sunningwell

Churchyards can tell us a lot about families: we’ve already seen
some examples in this series. They are also linked to the history
of houses, at least older ones. Let me illustrate this by
reference to a property I know especially well, the one recently
christened Rowan Cottage. In the village enumeration (which
seems to have been introduced between the wars – does anyone
know exactly when?) it has the number 45, though actually its
story embraces also the surrounding premises. All this land was
held, as far back as we can trace, by a dynasty of local builders
called Wicks. When Thomas Wicks was married in Sunningwell
church on Christmas day 1860 to Mary Silvester, sister of the
Radley blacksmith, he features as ‘mason’, but his father Robert
as ‘builder’. Thomas came to be prominent in the community,
and when his wife and he died, in 1907 and 1919 respectively,
they were buried in a conspicuous grave with headstone near the
side gate.
By that time the Wicks had gained full ownership of their home:
in the great estate sale of 1912 it appears as lot 17, ‘a house
and cottage, with garden, outbuildings and builder’s yard’. Their
daughters had found local husbands and their son James carried
on the business. When those running numerals were brought
in, their yard, with its piles of materials and (no doubt) debris,
its stores of tools, its haulage vehicles and the rest, was
accorded its own: number 47. James Wicks had a son, another
Thomas, and a daughter, Gwyn(n)eth. Thomas, like his father,
did much work in and for the village – they feature regularly in
the minutes of the parish council – and both are buried in the
churchyard with their spouses. So is Gwynneth, whom we have
already met in an earlier episode of this saga (4): when she wed
the future socialist politician Mark Hewitson in 1927, she took
up residence in a new bungalow (no. 57) built – presumably by
her father and brother – on Wicks land behind the main
residence.
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On the death of Thomas jun., the business came to an end, and
the house was sold to a member of the well-known Abingdon
family of Coxeter: he is identified on the deed as a ‘house
furnisher’ and may well have had commercial contacts with the
Wicks. Quite soon the place came to be occupied by another of
the Coxeters, Margaret, who was – or so we were told when we
came to the village – the widow of a racehorse trainer at
Lambourn. I’ve now consulted an expert, and our best guess is
that her husband was Vernell Hobbs, at Park Farm, Upper
Lambourn. What’s certain is that Margaret lived to a grand age,
though by the end she was confined to one or two downstairs
rooms at no. 45. She was as old as the century, and after she
died in 1997 her modest memorial stone was placed just outside
the church door, a stone’s throw from the old house.
October 2011
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Benet

For the winter these notes will, as before, return indoors. A
monument high on the south wall of the nave commemorates
Joseph Benet, one of our longest-serving incumbents, who
ministered here for 43 years between 1753 and 1796. He came
from Abingdon, where his father Josiah had likewise been a
clergyman, and studied at Oxford, as did so many parsons of
that day. Evidently Benet gained the living of Sunningwell and
Bayworth through acquaintance with the lords of the manor (who
held the presentation to it), the family of Stonhouse, since he
wed a Stonhouse daughter – again not unusually for country
clergy at the time. He seems to have kept a foothold in academic
circles. When he died, the Gentleman’s Magazine, the chief
society journal, reported that ‘Mr Benet’s very respectable
connexions in the university of Oxford, where he was in
constant friendly intercourse with many principal persons, were
greatly and deservedly to his honour’. It added, to confirm
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Benet’s local popularity too, that ‘the opulent as well as the poor
of his parish will sustain the loss of a friend and benefactor’.
That raises an intriguing speculation. Benet was rector while
the young J M W Turner spent time in the village with his
uncle and aunt. It’s natural to suppose that they, and therefore
the aspiring artist (somewhere between the ‘opulent’ and the
‘poor’ of the parish?), would have had regular dealings with
the winsome clergyman who lived just across the pond. Indeed
it’s plausible to infer that Benet, with his ‘very respectable
connexions’, could have provided Turner with introductions to
some of the university worthies who gave him his first
commissions for street and college scenes in Oxford. For that I
have no shred of evidence. But there’s a document, newly
unearthed, which casts rich light on other aspects of Benet’s
life in Sunningwell.
This text on parchment begins: ‘A true Note and Terrier of all
the Glebes Lands Meadows Gardens Orchards Houses Stocks
Implements Tenements Tythes and other Rights belonging to
the Rectory and Parish Church of Sunningwell ...’ These are
described as being ‘now in the Possession and Use of Joseph
Benet Clerk Rector of the said Church’, at the date 24 July
1783. We learn about the ‘Rectory House ... built with stone
and lath and plaister [sic] and covered with slate and tile’ and
the construction of its rooms: a hall, two parlours, a kitchen, a
butler’s pantry, two larders, ‘two cellars for malt liquor and two
smaller cellars for wine’. Upstairs were three bed chambers, a
study, two closets, a drying room, two little rooms ‘one used for
powdering and cleaning knives and the other used for keeping
apples’, and garrets in the roof storey. Outside Benet possessed a
barn, two stables, a granary, a brewhouse, a henhouse, a
coalhouse, a woodhouse, and a garden and yard. Then his
further holdings in land, his entitlements to tithes, etc, are
itemized in fascinating detail, with some mention of other
villagers (though unfortunately not the Marshalls, Turner’s
relations). All signed and sealed by the ‘principal inhabitants of
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the said parish’ – including a churchwarden unable to write his
name.
November 2011
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Bowyer

My last tale concerned a cleric, Joseph Benet; and so does this
one: Henry Bowyer, Benet’s successor-but-one. Whereas Benet,
you will recall, emulated many another parson by marrying into
the local gentry, Bowyer actually came from it, his family
having recently succeeded to the lordship of the manor of
Sunningwell and Bayworth. That career path too was common,
for a younger son like Henry. His father was George Bowyer,
an admiral, who had fought under the likes of Rodney and Howe;
and his mother Henrietta also came from senior naval stock. As a
young man Henry actually became MP for Abingdon at a byelection in 1809, apparently to keep the seat warm for his elder
brother, who succeeded him at Westminster two years later. So
Mark Hewitson is not the only parliamentarian to be buried here,
as I speculated earlier in this series (4). But Henry Bowyer did
not trouble Hansard: he made no speeches in the house at all.
Henry then served as rector for four decades (almost exactly
the same span as Benet). When he died, on 18 October 1853, at
the age of 68, he was commemorated with a suitably imposing
monument on the north wall of the sanctuary. This tells us that
he was ‘remarkable for piety and benevolence and the exemplary
discharge of his duties’, and therefore ‘respected and regretted by
all who knew him’. Even if a social gulf separated him from most
of his parishioners, we have no reason to doubt that Bowyer, who
remained unmarried, had thrown himself into the life of the
village in all sorts of unspectacular ways.
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In this Henry was very different from his elder brother, Sir
George, who took over the baronetcy and the family estate. With
that went the advowson, or patronage, to the rectory, so George
actually presented Henry to his Sunningwell living in 1813.
As many of my readers will be aware, George proved a
walking disaster. A few years before Henry arrived, he was
persuaded that his lands at Bayworth contained valuable deposits
of coal, and George then spent a fortune in an attempt to exploit
them, especially by building a canal, sections of which may still
be seen. Bowyer could and should have known better about the
prospects of finding coal hereabouts; and to start the canal
without assurances on that score was total folly. So, as Henry
began ‘discharging his duties’ in the parish, George fled abroad to
escape his creditors and the associated scandal. His family’s
chief residence, the mansion at Radley, was rented out and
ended up as Radley College. George lived mainly in Italy,
converted to Catholicism, and died, some years after Henry, at
Dresden in Saxony. What can Henry have thought? We do not
know. But the memorial which was later raised in Radley church
to George’s own son, Sir William Bowyer, proudly links him to
his grandfather, the admiral – but of his father, not a word.

War. Stephanie, it should be said, is a webmistress extraordinary:
take a look at her fantastic sites for Headington at
headington.org.uk or for the Oxfordshire Blue Plaques scheme at
oxfordshireblueplaques.org.uk. She is also an indefatigable and
resourceful historical researcher. Within a month, we have a
comprehensive website for all of those from Sunningwell who
died in the war of 1914–18. You can find it at
oxfordhistory.org.uk/war/sunningwell.
Warmest
thanks,
Stephanie!

December 2011
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Green

A year ago, as regular readers may recall, Adam Asher and I
began some work on the stories behind the cold and bare
inscriptions on our village war memorial in the church. At that
time (6-7) we wrote about just one of the soldiers, Sidney HeathSmith, who was among the five killed in World War II. Now
suddenly the situation has been transformed. I mentioned our
project to my friend Stephanie Jenkins, who has been studying
the lives of men from the Oxford area who fell in the Great
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The war memorial plaque inside
Sunningwell c hurch
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Here as elsewhere, many more servicemen were lost in the first
of the World Wars than the second: sixteen in fact.1 The only
one of these who, like Heath-Smith, has a monument of his
own inside the church is Clifford Whittington Green. His family
were gentleman farmers who had moved to the village around the
turn of the century and became prominent in local society. They
lived in a succession of large properties: Brumcombe (later the
Bishop’s Palace, aka Warnborough College: cf. 25), Sunningwell
House, and Bayworth Manor. Clifford, born in 1890, was
educated at private schools close to home – Cothill and Radley –
and then at Oxford, where he took a poor degree, or none at
all. That hardly mattered, since in 1912 he decided to enter the
army. By the time war broke out he was a lieutenant in the
Berkshire regiment. Within a year he had seen much action in
northern France, before dying in June 1915 from wounds
received while at the head of his company when it came under
enemy fire near Cambrai.
Green’s death was commemorated not just by the tablet on the
south wall of the chancel. His mother Maud also made a generous
gift to the village of a more lasting and practical kind. At the
sale of the Sunningwell estate three years earlier, she had
acquired a piece of land (it measured three acres, one rood and
28 perches ‘or thereabouts’) which she now made over ‘for the
benefit of the Inhabitants of the said Parish (including the Hamlet
of Bayworth)’ to serve as a cricket field. That purpose has
continued to the present day – indeed I suspect, since the club
dates back to the nineteenth century, that cricket was already
being played on that site earlier, by agreement with the lord of
the manor. Trusteeship of the field was vested in the rector
and churchwardens. In 1915 the latter were Maud’s husband,
Ernest, and George Haggie, who now lived in their former house
called Brumcombe. The rector was a close friend of the family:
1

Plus two more recorded, for some reason, merely on the plaque in the
Village Hall: see 34.
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Benjamin Whittington. Was it coincidence that he h he shared
Maud Green’s maiden name? More on him next time.
January 2012
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Whittington

In 1898 Sunningwell gained a new rector, who would serve for
the next 46 years, longer than any of his predecessors (just
outlasting Benet and Bowyer, both subjects of recent tales). This
was Benjamin George Collett Whittington. The surname may
ring a bell. Last month’s subject was Clifford Whittington Green,
who had been given the maiden name of his mother Maud. She
became a powerful local figure after moving to the village at
the turn of the century, and sometimes a divisive one. In 1911,
for example, she promoted an alternative celebration of the
crowning of George V to the one held in the new Village Hall,
making sure she featured as the chatelaine. The Rector seems to
have worked closely with her, and it’s tempting to think they
were related, especially since both families had London roots. As
yet, however, we have not come up with evidence of
consanguinity.
On his monument, attached to the north wall of the sanctuary,
Whittington is commemorated in a remarkable way. Nothing
about his activities in the parish; instead we are told he was ‘on
the Court and Rector Warden and liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Gardeners and a liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Merchant Taylors’. This, for a country parson,
sounds grand and exotic. On closer inspection it proves somewhat
less impressive. The activities of the Gardeners, revived in the
1890s, look to have been quite drearily ceremonial for the most
part: posies for lord-mayoral occasions rather than serious
horticulture; expensive tastes, but little mud on their boots. And
Whittington didn’t play a major role anyway. In 1936–7 he
appears as ‘Renter Warden’, or third in line among the officers
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(‘Rector’ on the plaque must be an error); but he rose no higher –
unlike other green-fingered colleagues, such as the improbablynamed Marcel Porn.
What Whittington’s involvement with the Gardeners and the
Merchant Taylors does show is that he must have had connections
in the City of London and significant private means. These
evidently derived from his mother, whose family had been wellto-do farmers in Kent. They bear on the most intriguing mystery
about Whittington: the tenacious village story that, although he
lived as a bachelor in his roomy Rectory, he built the ample
Tudorbethan residence next to it which is now the Flowing
Well; and moreover that he did so for a lady. Could this have
been one of his sisters? Two, Georgina and Catharine, were still
spinsters and living in Islington at the time of the 1911 census. Or
possibly Edith E Mathews, the historian of Sunningwell (we
met her earlier, in part 11), who actually boarded for a time at
the Rectory, even while described as married? Suggestions,
please. Perhaps Whittington just wanted another garden, to
beguile his friends of the Worshipful Company.
February 2012
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Balls

Stephanie Jenkins’ painstaking research on our First World War
memorial
(you
can
see
it
all
at
oxfordhistory.org.uk/war/sunningwell) has thrown up some
striking general points. Of sixteen soldiers recorded on the church
monument, exactly half were officers or equivalent. The same
eight men came from families who lived in substantial houses
(my rule of thumb is whether these had a name rather than
just a number), mainly on the slopes of Boars Hill, which was
rapidly expanding after the turn of the century. The most notable
divergence appears in levels of formal education.
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Almost without exception, the officers had attended a public
school, followed by Oxbridge; the rest had only been to a village
school, usually in Sunningwell. Our community certainly bears
out the wider conclusion that those high up the social scale
were keenest to enlist, and to take risks in the war; they suffered
proportionately more casualties.
I’d like to follow some of those sixteen careers in the present
series of tales. Let’s begin at the end, with the name that comes
first in alphabetical order, but last on the memorial. Many of us
must have felt a pang of sympathy at its bald record of ‘Private
A. Balls’, especially when the list is read out at Remembrance.
Did no one know the date of his death; or even his Christian
name? Now the guessing is over. Improbably enough, to our
way of thinking (but not for the Victorians), Balls was called
Archibald. He had been born in 1890 in the hamlet of Skirmett,
just across the Buckinghamshire border, to a numerous family
of tenant farmers who migrated round the Oxford area before
settling in Sunningwell when Archibald was six years old. His
father James then worked as bailiff at Yatscombe farm for Ernest
and Maud Green, prominent members of the local gentry, whose
own son Clifford would also die in the war ̶as will be recalled
by those who read January’s episode (19).
Presumably Archibald joined the workforce on that farm or
another not far away. In any event he enlisted, along with several
of his brothers, at the outbreak of hostilities in 1914, and
served in the Devonshire regiment for almost the whole duration
of the war. It’s poignant that he died in France on
4 November 1918, just a week before the armistice (note,
however, that two of those on the memorial, Sherman and Honey,
actually survived into peacetime, before succumbing to their
wounds). By then the Balls family had apparently left
Sunningwell; but it remains a puzzle that the parish could have
listed with just his bare initial a local lad who had been brought
up on one of the village farms and educated at the village
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school. It’s good to be able to make recompense at last for
Archibald’s oblivion.
March 2012
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Pinsents (i)

Since Stephanie Jenkins’ website went live, we have been able
to record the hits on it. In a clear lead among the pages on the
village’s war-dead is the one for David Hume Pinsent. That’s
because of a particular association, of which more below; but
the Pinsents were a remarkable family in their own right, where
private tragedy became sublimated in public service. When David
was born in 1891, followed by his brother Richard and sister
Hester, they resided in the Birmingham area. The father, Hume,
was a prominent solicitor; the mother, Ellen, busied herself in
work with the mentally handicapped. Only at the beginning of
World War I did they move, for reasons unknown, to a large new
house called Glenfield on the top of Boars Hill.
The Pinsent boys had studied at Marlborough and Oxbridge,
whence they went straight into the war. After just a few months
in France with the Warwickshire regiment, Richard was killed
at the age of 22. David had not been accepted for active service,
so he remained in England and joined the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough. There he helped in the rapidly
developing field of aeronautical technology. On 8 May 1918 he
was co-pilot of a plane on a test flight over Surrey which
broke into pieces in mid-air, leaving no survivors. Despite an
extensive search, David’s body was never found. How the rest
of the family coped with this double bereavement – the only
such case recorded on the Sunningwell memorial – we can only
speculate. Hume Pinsent died in 1920 and is buried at Wootton;
his widow, as we shall see, outlived him by three decades.
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The forename ‘Hume’ shared by father and elder son tells a
story: one of their ancestors was the great Scottish thinker David
Hume. After David Pinsent went up to Trinity College,
Cambridge, in 1910 as a mathematics scholar, he encountered
there an Austrian student, slightly older, who was already
beginning to stretch his wings in the original Hume’s most
celebrated subject-area, philosophy. This was Ludwig
Wittgenstein, and he soon became best friends with Pinsent.
Both belonged to the circle of Bertrand Russell (who had recently
lived for a time in Bagley Wood). They also travelled together
on walking tours of Iceland and Norway, funded by the
Wittgenstein family, who were immensely wealthy industrialists.
Though then separated by the war, the two soulmates made every
effort to keep in touch. Ludwig was heartbroken on hearing of
David’s death. In 1922, when he published his first professional
treatise, the Tractatus Logico- Philosophicus, he dedicated it to
Pinsent’s memory. The impact of this slim and difficult text on
metaphysics may be compared to that being exerted at the same
time on physics by Wittgenstein’s fellow German-Jewish
intellectual, Albert Einstein. It has thus secured a modicum of
immortality for David Pinsent too. But the surviving female
members of his family were also making their mark, as we shall
see next time.
April 2012
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Pinsents (ii)

Last month I introduced the Pinsent family, who moved from
the Midlands to Boars Hill in 1913: Hume and Ellen, with their
grown sons David and Richard and their teenage daughter Hester.
As you’ll recall, both the young men were killed in the First
World War. Hume did not long survive this terrible blow, but
his wife and daughter pursued distinguished careers in public
service. It’s tempting to think that their dedication to good
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works was fuelled by the sense of loss and the desire to achieve
the kind of fulfilment denied to the talented pair of brothers. That
may indeed have been so in part; yet Ellen Pinsent’s commitment
had already been amply shown before the war broke out.
Back in Birmingham days Ellen made a name for herself in
municipal politics: she was the first female member of the city
council. Her real passion was for improving the lives of disabled
people, as we would call them today, particularly those described
at that time as ‘mentally unfit’ or ‘defective’. Between 1904 and
1908 she sat, again as the only woman, on a royal commission on
the ‘care and control of the feeble- minded’, and she was active in
practical schemes for improving access to education. Her name
was given to a primary school in Birmingham for children with
special needs, which still flourishes (see its delightful website at
dameellenpinsent.bham.sch.uk). Her selfless work continued after
the war, both locally and nationally: she compiled an important
report on mental health provision in Oxon and Berks, and
became Dame Ellen in 1937. In her later years she settled at
Rough Lea, a house on the Ridgeway, where she died in 1949.
Her neighbour Gilbert Murray paid tribute to her homelier
virtues too, to the ‘rare beauty of her character’. She was, he
said ‘a friend and a stimulus to rich and poor, learned and
unlearned, to the children and the over-eighties’.
Hester Pinsent was an apple who didn’t fall far from the tree.
She spent most of her life in Cambridge, and threw herself into
voluntary work with hospitals and other organizations there for
those suffering mental illness. She also investigated legal and
criminological aspects of disability. Like her mother, she sat on
a royal commission: hers was into the penal system. Like her
mother she was promoted to damehood. Like her mother, she
has given her name to an institution for the handicapped.
Meanwhile she had married an outstanding physiologist, Edgar
Adrian, who shared a Nobel prize with C S Sherrington in 1932.
Adrian spent an academic career at Trinity College, Cambridge,
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which he first joined in 1908 – nearly fifty years later he was
elected Master. That was where David Pinsent had studied and
become the bosom friend of Wittgenstein. Adrian must surely
have known his future wife’s brother, especially since he spent
much of the Great War attached to a hospital at Aldershot, just
next door to David’s base at Farnborough.
May 2012
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Squire

At this time of year – and yes, the series has entered its third
spring! – we move out into the churchyard again. This time we’ll
do so, to adapt a famous catchphrase from TV’s Play School,
through the large pointed window. Our east window, with its
delicate colours and picturesque nativity scene, is much admired.
It is mid-Victorian work, with an evident debt to the PreRaphaelites, conceived by the architect J P Seddon as part of an
extensive refurbishment of the church, probably designed by H A
Kennedy, and executed by the firm of Belham (a great-grandson
recently paid us a visit). We look at that window all the time.
How often do we wonder why precisely it was made? There’s an
inscription at the foot which leads us into the window’s story.
Four persons are commemorated. In sequence they are Ann
(1799-1847), wife of Samuel Waite; Mary (1842-68), wife of
Graham Harvey Squire; Mary Spenlove (1797-1862); and, at
the bottom, Susan Finney, ‘sole surviving daughter, sister and
niece of the above’, who is the donor of the whole window. So
we have two representatives each of two generations of a family
which must originally have been called Spenlove, since the
older Mary was unmarried. What is their Sunningwell
connection? The answer lies with Graham Squire. He was born
in 1837, in Singapore, son of an Anglican clergyman who later
became vicar of Swansea (an important post in contemporary
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Wales, despite the stampede into Nonconformity). Graham
studied at Oxford in the later 1850s. In 1866 he was appointed
rector of Sunningwell.
We don’t know how Graham met Mary Waite, but there’s a
strong clue in the local returns for the 1861 census. This reports
her aunt as living at The Abbey in Abingdon, a large complex of
buildings on and around the present district council site. Mary
Spenlove, a native Abingdonian, must have been an
enterprising woman; she’s described as a ‘brewer employing six
men’. Lodging with her were her nieces Susan and Mary, on a
visit from London. So perhaps Graham came to know the latter
while he was still a student. In any event they were wed in
1863, and moved to Sunningwell three years later. But within less
than two more years, on the day of Epiphany in 1868, Mary
died. Her tragically brief life is at least recalled by a most
lovely monument. And it may be that much of the subsequent
beautification of the church, floor tiles and all, was funded in
memory of Mary and her family. Squire soon married again, and
served three further decades here. He was especially active at the
new village school, built across the street at the same time. On
his death, in 1898, he was laid to rest in the graveyard beside
Mary.
June 2012
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Haggies

Last month’s subjects, the Squires, are commemorated both inside
and outside the church. It is the same this time. On the eve of
World War I, George Alfred Haggie, having made his career as
a rope-manufacturer on Tyneside, was living in style (six
servants) at the house called Brumcombe on Boars Hill with his
family: wife Ada, son George Esmond, and four daughters, the
eldest already into their twenties. The years from 1914 changed
all that. In fact Ada had already died just before the outbreak of
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war; then George junior was killed in action in Flanders in
October 1917, aged 27. His father followed shortly after, his
death no doubt partly occasioned by the collapse of the secure
and settled world he had enjoyed at Brumcombe. All are buried
at Sunningwell.
The bevy of daughters remained, and remarkably none of them
married – another testimony, perhaps, to the problems of
adjustment to the passing of a way of life, as well as to the
war’s decimation of prospective male partners. I have not found
out much about them (a shortage of Haggieography, one might
say). After the first died, in 1926, they sold Brumcombe, and
went their separate ways. But the local link persisted, and
when only one sister, Elaine (1894-1973), was left, she decided
to commemorate the family by a generous gift for the fabric of
the church. As a wall tablet dated 1956 records, she paid for
the removal of the vestry from the south transept to the north
side of the building and a beautification of the space thereby
created, to be called a lady chapel. In the graveyard all but one
of the Haggies lie under a conspicuous Celtic cross, which
displays an elaborate knotted motif, perhaps reminiscent of the
origins of the family fortune in industrial Gateshead.
Meanwhile, Brumcombe was experiencing more vicissitudes than
any other property in the parish. At the time of the 1926 sale it
boasted a ‘vestibule, three reception rooms, billiard room, eleven
bed- and two dressing rooms, 3 bathrooms, and compact offices,
all heated by electric light, with modern drainage, telephone,
lodge, garage, stabling, and heated greenhouse’, the whole set in
seven acres with ‘magnificent and far-extending views’. The
name was changed to Sandridge, then to Glynde House; when
Bishop Kirk of Oxford acquired it in 1939 it came to be called
the Bishop’s Palace. After that it served educational purposes:
first as Plater College, an institution of Catholic social mission;
then as Warnborough College, an international study centre.
Both of these were later liquidated in controversial
circumstances. Most recently the site, after lying desolate for
years, has been redeveloped as vast pretentious mansions, suited
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to today’s equivalents of the capitalist rope-makers of a century
ago.
July 2012
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Dowdall

A simple stone near the porch stands out as the only monument
(I think) in the whole churchyard with an inscription in New
Testament Greek: ‘Parakupsas eis nomon teleion ton tes
eleutherias’. That’s from the Epistle of James (1:25): ‘[W]hoso
looketh into the perfect law of liberty ...’ And the verse
finishes: ‘... this man shall be blessed in the deed.’ Evidently a
learned lawyer, with connections to the church. Indeed, Harold
Chaloner Dowdall (1868–1955) was not only a high court
judge, but a regular commentator on ecclesiastical affairs and
chancellor to two dioceses. One of those was Liverpool, the city
of Dowdall’s birth and main career. The son of a stockbroker
who was also a freeman, Harold Chaloner became both a
barrister and a councillor there. In 1908-9 he served as lord
mayor.
Dowdall only moved south for good in the later 1920s, though
he had earlier studied at Rugby School and at Oxford, where he
graduated in science as well as law. With his wife Mary, ‘a
lady of intellect, wit and charm’, who hailed from a family of
Scottish aristocrats (there were also four grown-up children), he
settled at Melford, in Hamel’s Lane. As with some other subjects
of these tales – Dale, Roby, Pinsent and Haggie are examples –
we don’t know why they chose to live on Boars Hill. No
doubt it was a good address from which to operate, not least
to write to The Times; a typical letter from Dowdall pressed the
case for use of local stone in churchyards, such as the one
nearest to him. He retained some of his legal offices into old
age. We don’t know whether he kept up his Greek.
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Judge Dowdall, Lord Mayor of Liverpool,
with his sword bearer,
by Augustus John, 1909
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But Judge Dowdall is still present with us in an extraordinary
way. While mayor of Liverpool he had been invited by wellwishers, as was the custom, to sit for his portrait and to nominate
the artist. Showing considerable prescience, Dowdall chose the
young, bohemian, and still obscure Augustus John. The result
was stunning, but highly contentious. John depicts not a
municipal officer, but a Spanish grandee in the style of
Velazquez, with a clerk at his side in the guise of a kind of
Sancho Panza (see ngv.vic.gov.au/col/work/4088). The latter
wears a tricolour hat and sports a huge lance, whereas Dowdall
flaunts his chain of office as if it were the order of the Golden
Fleece. It was all too much for the city fathers, and the painting
remained with Dowdall. Years later, when downsizing to move
to his ‘cottage’ on Boars Hill, he decided to sell it. Liverpool
declined the purchase – not unreasonably, since the city had
given the portrait to Dowdall in the first place. It went to
Australia, thus to become the farthest-flung of Sunningwell’s
artistic associations.
August 2012
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Vollum

One of the pleasures in compiling this series has been engagement
with my readers. Several of them have made most valuable
suggestions about people totally unknown to me whose
remarkable life stories can be reconstructed. Lately, Derrick
Stevens, born and bred on our side of Boars Hill, has introduced
me to two of them: close contemporaries who both settled
within a few doors of the Stevens family. Both were Oxford
academics, though somewhat unusual ones, and with an
influence that extended well beyond the confines of the
university. I begin with the (slightly) senior of them.

late 1921 to take up his studies as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford,
he already described himself on the passenger list as a
‘bacteriologist’. Vollum now made his whole career here,
becoming a university lecturer in pathology, a consultant in
infectious diseases, and eventually director of the Oxford
Regional Public Health Authority. He was involved with the
trials of penicillin and streptomycin, and had a formidable
reputation as an analyst of dangerous bacilli. Roy and his wife
Isabella, known as Ella – a Scot with Canadian connections,
who travelled to Vancouver for the birth of her first child –
lived in Oxford city initially; but at some point after the mid1930s they settled at West Side in Foxcombe Lane.
Roy died in 1970. Ella outlived him by three full decades.
Astonishingly it was in 2001, the same year she was laid to rest
beside him, immediately east of the church, at the grand age of
99, that Vollum’s posthumous fame took off. It had all begun
back in 1937 with an Oxfordshire cow. The ear from a diseased
local specimen was sent to the university laboratory, and Vollum
diagnosed a peculiarly vicious form of bovine anthrax, deadly
to humans as well as cattle. The affair came to official notice,
and within a few years gruesome experiments were being
conducted on the tiny Scottish island of Gruinard, uninhabited
except for some unfortunate sheep, in case Britain should need
to resort to biological warfare in her struggle with the Nazis.
This ‘Vollum strain’ remained potentially virulent wherever it
had been cultivated (Gruinard was not decontaminated till 1990).
In 2001 some (incorrectly) thought it responsible for a
notorious wave of anthrax attacks in the USA. In the following
years there was prominent discussion of it as one of Saddam
Hussein’s purported weapons of mass destruction. That’s a
sobering thought, when next you encounter those peaceful
ruminants grazing the fields between Boars Hill and the village.
September 2012

Roy Lars Vollum, born in 1899, came from British Columbia.
When he sailed across the Atlantic on the liner Minnedosa in
59
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Jewkes

The second in my pair of Boars Hill academics, as introduced
last time, settled just a few houses from Roy Vollum, at Entwood,
by the entrance to Red Copse Lane. His origins were not quite as
distant as those of the Canadian Vollum, but they must have
seemed a world away in 1902, when John Jewkes was born.
He came from Barrow-in-Furness, son of a sheet- metal
worker in a shipbuilding yard. This background determined
Jewkes’ whole life. After making his way to Manchester
University, where he studied commerce, he became an expert on
the industries of north-west England, especially the cotton trades
which were just losing their competitive edge and entering their
sharp inter-war decline. Moreover, he married the daughter of a
cotton merchant. John entered on to a flourishing career as a
teacher of economics, mainly of its practical applications, in
which his wife Sylvia collaborated.
These were good qualifications for service in government
planning during World War II, and the shrewd and efficient
Jewkes played an important role in military provision, notably
in aircraft production. Many of his collaborators continued with
co-operation in the massive state interventions in the post- war
economy, on a mix of Keynesian and socialist principles. Not
so John Jewkes. In 1948 he published a book whose title,
Ordeal by Planning, indicates its whole approach. He deployed
a fierce critique of all kinds of central planning and large-scale
enterprise. A decade later Jewkes issued an influential work (I
recall it from my own student days!) on The Sources of Invention.
In it he argued how many of the creative discoveries of the
twentieth century, from bakelite and the helicopter, through the
zip fastener and the self-winding watch, to the jet engine and
power steering, derived from unofficial breakthroughs and the
insights of inspired amateurs.
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By that time Jewkes was living in our parish. He had been
appointed to a chair at Oxford in Economic Organization. He
never really felt comfortable at the university, since most of his
colleagues worked on the theory of the subject, in which he
had no interest. Gardening was a great compensation – fortunately
so, since Entwood is a very extensive property. And Jewkes
could maintain his maverick stance, sniping at state interference.
He was an early backer of the free-market Institute of Economic
Affairs, and later acted as a guru for the new University of
Buckingham, the first and only such institution in Britain,
established by private enterprise. He is still commemorated there
by a scholarship: a kinder fate, we might think, than being
remembered, like his neighbour Roy Vollum, for a devastating
strain of anthrax. John and Sylvia Jewkes died within a few
weeks of each other in 1988; their memorial lies beside the path
to the church porch.
October 2012
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Honeys

In Remembrance month we return indoors, to the war memorial.
Most of those treated so far who fell in World War I had a quite
recent association with the village. The Pinsent family, for
example, seem to have moved onto Boars Hill only around the
start of hostilities. It was very different with James Honey! The
name, variously spelt – earlier often Hunn(e)y – appears in local
records at least back to the seventeenth century. Several other
surnames have also been common over the years: Deane,
Silvester, Viner, Green, Turner, etc.; but Honey sounds the most
distinctive. Works of reference tell us, rather obviously, that the
first Honeys may have had to do with bees or gained their name
as a term of affection. Might not their prevalence in this area,
however, suggest an ancestor from (East or West) Hanney?
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James Honey was born in Wootton parish in 1882, but both his
parents were natives of Sunningwell. His father made bricks,
an important local industry at that time: the Honeys were involved
with brickworks which operated near the top of Brumcombe hill.
James attended the village school and briefly became a carter,
till he began a military career in the artillery. In 1912 he
married Edith Harris from Bayworth, who worked as a cook at
Radley College. By this point James must have left the army,
since he appears in the records as labourer, presumably on a
nearby farm, as he also became a bell-ringer in Sunningwell
tower. But he re-enlisted once war was under way, and served
in France as a gunner. His story has a special poignancy, since
he survived the horrors of the trenches, only to succumb to
pneumonia four days after the armistice. It’s sobering to reflect
how many families, in Sunningwell alone, derived no joy from
the coming of peace in 1918: Archibald Balls and Thomas
Sherman both died within a fortnight of Honey.
James left a widow, who would outlive him by over fifty years,
and three young daughters. He also left several siblings. His
elder brother Jonathan is the only Honey recorded as a tenant
in the estate sale catalogue of 1912. He was then living as a
‘general labourer’ in the Quarry with his wife Sarah; later they
settled at a cottage close to the church. The pair gave great
service to the parish over many years till their deaths in 1963
and 1979 respectively. I’ve been in touch lately with a greatgranddaughter of theirs, who recalls them with much fondness.
Jonathan was a long-serving churchwarden, and both must have
cared greatly for the beautification of the building. Sarah is
commemorated by the gift of a tall wardrobe or armoire in the
transept which is used to store the fine altar frontals that succeed
each other during the colour-coded liturgical year. So there’s an
additional reason for remembrance of the Honeys at this time,
with the passage from the green of Trinity to the red and then
purple of the Advent season.
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Women in the Church

We’ve seen that burial or commemoration in the interior of the
church was reserved for special people, above all – an obvious
custom – for the clergy themselves. Recall my earlier tales about
Samuel Fell (8), Joseph Benet (17), Henry Bowyer (18), and
Collett Whittington (20). All these have diminutive stones or
modest wall plaques. Curiously enough, the largest surviving
monuments are not for clerical gentlemen, but for their female
relations. Despite their size, they are almost hidden from view in
the floor of the south transept – which also perhaps tells us
something about the fate of women in our church for all too
long (and even in the week when I write this, as the cause of
women bishops fails once again).
To understand these ladies’ place in our story we need to go
back to the Fells. Samuel’s numerous children (remember his
eldest son John, the ‘we-do-not-love-thee’ Doctor) included
Philippa, who married a certain Walter Jones, and thereby, in
the nepotistic practice of the day, helped him to be appointed
the next rector of Sunningwell. Nominally Walter served from
the climactic year of 1649, but presumably in practice only after
the Restoration. He then became an influential figure in London,
so (like his father-in-law) can’t have spent much time with his
flock in the village. Walter is buried at Westminster, as the
inscription for his wife reveals; but Philippa died here in 1683,
having outlived him by a decade. She left a handsome
communion flagon to the parish, but that was sold off in 1908.
Their son Henry succeeded as rector (more of the closed shop!)
through the troubled times of James II and William of Orange,
when he appears to have been dispossessed for a time. Henry
was evidently a man of learning: witness the printed catalogue
of his ‘curious books ... among which are most of the Fathers
in Greek and Latin of the Best Editions ...’, sold at auction in
Oxford after his death in 1707.

November 2012
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Keeping up after the Joneses was the representative of another
family from the Anglican elite, George Kerry or Kerie. George
brought with him his mother Elizabeth, widow of a
Worcestershire clergyman, but herself descended from prominent
north Oxfordshire gentry, the Penystons of Cornwell, near
Chipping Norton. When she died in 1724 she was buried at
the very margin of the transept, so her elegant black
monumental stone has survived in pristine condition. No less
remarkably it is in Latin, whereas the nearby inscription to
Philippa Jones forty years before was already in English (for
all her rector-son Henry’s prowess in the classics). Do take a
look at these tombs next time you’re drinking coffee in the space
above them. It’s gratifying that women enjoyed such respect in
the male-dominated and often hidebound church establishment
of 300 years ago – but note that their graves are in what was
then probably the vestry.
December 2012
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Burnett

We somehow expect church monuments to be accurate. There
may occasionally be small scribal errors: in this series we’ve
encountered a mason who couldn’t carve the date of Samuel
Fell’s death properly (8), and another who made a hash of
lettering on the Baskerville memorial (10). But those were long
ago; whereas as recently as 1976, when a small plaque appeared
on the north-west wall of our nave to salute three benefactors of
newly restored windows and other decoration, the first among
them is recorded as ‘Guy William Burnett’. Burnett had actually
died sixteen years earlier; in the meantime it had become
overlooked that his middle name was actually not William, but
– more colourfully – ‘Wildman’. Other things about him also
remain a puzzle; so what follows can only be provisional.
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At some point in the middle of his long life, Burnett, born in
1872, had acquired the commanding house on Foxcombe Road
called Meriden. From there he played a prominent part in the
church and community of Sunningwell. He’s still remembered
by some parishioners, notably for his fine reading voice. We
even know his nickname: ‘Gig’. He was, people say, some kind
of banker. Yet according to the census of 1911, when Burnett
was still living in Staffordshire, the county of his birth, with his
wife and young son (and four servants), he was an ‘edge-tool
manufacturer’. This time-honoured trade embraced a wide range
of cutting implements, such as scythes and axes. Moreover, Gig’s
father Ernest had for many years run one of the largest firms
in that line of production, Wedges Mills, near Cannock, which
belonged to the Gilpins, the family of Gig’s mother Fanny. We
appear to have yet another case of industrial wealth from
midland and northern England being brought to Boars Hill in the
first half of the twentieth century. And the banking? Could he
have been a Lloyd’s Name?
However, the Burnett story is one of great sadness amid the
prosperity. For that toddler in the census, George Russell
Wildman (Russell the maiden name of Gig’s wife Marion, who
came from Fife), died in 1929 as a very young man. He may
have been an only child. The parents were evidently devastated,
and commissioned for him the most striking and perhaps the
most poignant memorial in our whole churchyard: the four
grieving angels. These brown-stone figures, half-life- size (if
that’s the right way to think of angels), must have seemed highly
wrought and sentimental even in their own day. Does anyone
know who created them? Later the tomb was modified as a
resting-place for Marion and finally for Gig himself. By this time
his tastes seem to have become plainer: at all events there’s no
sign of decorative frills in those works on the church building
which he (and the purchasers of his edge- tools) helped to
fund.
January 2013
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The Greening family became prominent in our area with William,
son of a Cowley butcher, who by 1900 was running a cattle
business out of Hinksey Hill farm. In 1912, at the time of the sale
of the Sunningwell estate, they were in occupation of Long
Furlong farm and also of the so-called Manor house in the
village. One of William’s sons, Richard, settled in the parish and
became a pillar of the church. A shiny brass plaque in the
chancel commemorates his eighteen years of service as warden.
Another son, Arthur, moved to Radley and continued the cattle
trade there, at the farm opposite the church. The rise of the
Greenings illustrates two things about twentieth-century
developments on the land. On one hand successful farming clans
tended to diversify across a number of neighbouring parishes. On
the other hand, they shifted from tenancy to ownership as the old
landowners sold up (though in this case it was actually Arthur’s
in-laws who purchased the Radley property).

The Burnett memorial with the four grieving angels
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Greenings

This series has tried to capture some of the range of lives and
occupations in the past of the people of Sunningwell and its
environs. However, one category that until very recently was
more central to the experience of parishioners than any other
has not yet received justice here: work on the land. When
censuses were introduced in nineteenth-century Britain, the
commonest job description in rural areas was ‘agricultural
labourer’ (as the commonest in the towns was ‘domestic
servant’). Far fewer were the farmers, who managed their own
land. At the very top of the range were the likes of the Greenings.
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Arthur’s son John, born in 1921, became the last of our farmer
Greenings. He retained land at Radley, but concentrated his
operations at Long Furlong until the construction of the new
A34 in the 1970s cut the farm in half. By a tragic irony, that
was soon followed by the death in a road accident of his elder
son, John Tilsley Greening, at the age of just 27. In his memory
the family gave the now detached part of their holdings on the
Abingdon side for a leisure centre which carries his middle name
(a wonderful local amenity, even if some of us lament the
intensity of its lighting, and its recent privatization). A little later
the Greenings also funded the redesign within Sunningwell
church of the area beneath the tower and the creation of an upper
room for community purposes. John gave elsewhere too,
notably to his alma mater, Abingdon School. With justice he
was saluted as a major philanthropist when he died in 2010,
having long left the area. There are stronger local memories of
his first wife Vera, who continued to reside at Long Furlong and
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play an active part in village life. In 2006, by further grievous
stroke of fate, she too died in a road accident.
February 2013
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Other Ranks

Last month we looked, through the story of the Greening family,
at the upper social echelon of those who pursued the commonest
occupation for many centuries in Sunningwell, as in any other
English village: working the land. Far more numerous than
gentleman farmers like the Greenings were those they employed,
or who pursued a host of ancillary agricultural activities. It’s
always harder to recover their lives, since we have so little
information; but the calamity of 1914–18 affords us a kind of
(mournful) snapshot: we’re far better informed about the ones
who perished in the war.1 All seven villagers listed on the
church roll of honour at the bottom (because lowest in rank) had
their livelihood from the soil of Sunningwell parish.
We’ve already met two of them: Archibald Balls (21) and James
Honey (29), both working on local farms at the outbreak of
hostilities. The tasks undertaken by Balls, Honey and the other
five may often have been monotonous and toilsome, but –
what we’re nowadays apt to overlook – they were by no means
uniform, and each required its own set of skills. Ernest Viner
came from a family of gamekeepers and shepherds, and having
left school at the age of 10 worked as a labourer. Frederick
Champ became a groom, probably employed by the Greenings
at Long Furlong. Alfred Cripps joined his father as a blacksmith,
servicing the village’s horses and agricultural equipment

from a site near the pond. George Peacock followed his family’s
trade as a gardener. Jack Tompkins was the son of a cowman
and seems to have begun as an under-carter.
Another frequent misconception about rural life in the ‘old days’
is that people were rooted to a particular spot. Far from it. The
Champs, Honeys, and Viners were indeed established village
clans. But the Balls only came to the area in the 1890s, while the
Cripps and Tompkins arrived shortly before the war, from the
west and north of Oxfordshire respectively. Peacock moved from
Kent just in time to enlist at Oxford with the Royal Army Service
Corps. So the sort of mobility we are familiar with today was
already well enough known then too, albeit the radius of travel
remained shorter. Sometimes even that barrier was surmounted:
in 1896 George Peacock’s sister had married a ‘Roumanian
billiard table maker’. During and after the war the local agrarian
world changed still more dramatically, as social, economic and
technological forces combined to accelerate the process initiated
in 1912 by the sale of the Sunningwell estate, which had for
hundreds of years embraced almost the whole of the parish.
March 2013
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Missing Names

In this series we’ve repeatedly taken the church war memorial
as our starting-point. It’s conspicuous to any visitor as providing
a record of all those who gave their lives in 1914–18 and
1939–45. Or does it? Go into the Village Hall across the road
and you’ll find another list for World War I. This also shows
all the men who served and survived, 59 of them. By contrast
with the one in the church, it employs strict alphabetical order,

1

See, once again, the excellent website by Stephanie Jenkins at
oxfordhistory.org.uk/war/sunningwell. My renewed thanks to her.
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as in fact did the bulk of such memorials.1 But it also adds two
more names of men who didn’t return. We should not be
surprised at such discrepancies. They occur in other places too:
information was often hastily assembled and incomplete;
memories were fickle. Remember how our church failed to
record details of the last two men on its list, and even left poor
Archibald as merely ‘A.’ Balls.
One of the extra names is ‘W Barden’. We know nothing about
him: presumably he was one of the ‘other ranks’ we considered
last time, a truly forgotten soldier. The second, however, Arthur
Dukinfield Darbishire, was well known in his day, quite a hero
in fact, and already set on a flourishing scholarly career which
was tragically cut off at Christmas 1915. We even have a
handsome photograph of him, looking pensive, but alert and
debonair. His father had been a physician, who took up a post
at Oxford’s Radcliffe Infirmary in the year of Arthur’s birth,
1879, but died prematurely. By 1903 the family had moved to
The Grey House, on Lincombe Lane, and the children were
beginning to bloom intellectually. Arthur’s sister Helen would
become a prominent scholar of English literature and head of
an Oxford college. He himself studied zoology at Balliol and
later anatomy.
Darbishire made his name in the rising science of genetics. He
wrote extensively on heredity, particularly on the newly
rediscovered theories of Gregor Mendel. The title of one of his
papers – ‘On the Result of Crossing Round with Wrinkled Peas,
with Especial Reference to their Starch Grains’ – gives the
flavour of his research. He was evidently a gregarious and
popular man. Just before the war he came to know the famous
French philosopher Bergson, who spoke of him with great
affection (we might be reminded of David Pinsent’s friendship
1

Official practice after 1918 favoured an egalitarian sequence, as is noted in
Kate Tiller, Remembrance and Community. War Memorials and Local
History (2013), 27 f.
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with Wittgenstein: see 22). When war broke out, Arthur insisted
on enlisting, despite a congenital heart weakness. He joined a
Scottish regiment as a humble private, but succumbed to
meningitis before he could serve abroad. In that respect
Darbishire seems to belie the hierarchies of rank and order
implicit in our church memorial’s listings. In another way too
Arthur broke the accepted boundaries, by his relationship to the
Carritt family, whom we’ll encounter next time.
April 2013
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Carritts

Last time we looked at a soldier, Arthur Darbishire, who – as
recorded in the Village Hall – died in service to his country in
1915, yet is not listed on our church’s memorial. We have
something similar this time, but for World War II. One of the
most recognizable graves in the churchyard, since it is the only
regulation white military headstone, is that to Gunner B Carritt
of the Royal Artillery. He died at the age of 21 in July 1942;
however, his name does not appear on the plaque inside the
building. That’s especially strange, since the Carritts were among
the best-known Boars Hill clans of their day.
They lived at Heath Barrows, at the top of Brumcombe hill.
Brian was youngest of five brothers and two sisters, all of whom
lived a free-range youth in the rambling house and its large
unkempt garden. His father Edgar, a philosophy don, was a
pundit about morals and aesthetics; his mother Winifred a
musician who never quite found her niche. So Brian lived a
privileged life – educated at the Dragon School and Eton. He
had the run of Sir Arthur Evans’ estate; knew intimate friends
of the family among scholars like Gilbert Murray and poets like
Masefield, Auden, and Graves (whose daughter Catherine Brian
he later fell for). But privilege, for some, brought pangs of
conscience as British and European politics lurched to the
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right in the 1930s. Remarkably, every one of the Carritt brothers –
and even their unconventional mother – joined the Communist
party. Brian became a member while still at public school,
attending meetings at the nearest branch, in Slough. Three of the
family, Gabriel, Anthony and Noel, went off to fight for the
Spanish Republic. Noel was seriously injured; Anthony never
returned at all.
When war with Germany broke out, British Communists were
initially in a quandary, since the Nazi–Soviet pact prevented
them from committing themselves wholeheartedly to the struggle.
But once Hitler attacked Stalin in 1941, the gloves were off.
Brian trained in weaponry, and taught young women to handle
ack-ack guns. His closest Boars Hill friend, Frank Thompson,
became a hero of the Special Operations Executive and was
later captured and shot on a high-risk mission behind enemy
lines in the Balkans. We’ll encounter Frank again next time.
Meanwhile, back to Arthur Darbishire. Uncannily, Brian Carritt
perished in exactly the same way as Darbishire: both contracted
meningitis in this country before they could serve abroad. And
there’s a further link, revealed in a recent book: Darbishire had
been the lover of Winifred Carritt and was actually the reputed
father of Brian’s brother Anthony, the one who had predeceased
him in Spain.1 A colourful ménage and a whirl of personal and
political commitments are concealed behind that one sad, simple,
standard-issue gravestone.
May 2013

1

Peter Conradi, A Very English Hero: The Making of Frank Thompson (2012),
51, 84.
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Campbell Thompsons

This month’s tale continues themes from the previous two:
sacrifice in the World Wars, and friendship networks among
donnish families on Boars Hill. Reginald (‘Rex’) Campbell
Thompson was a close friend of Brian Carritt: they died within
months of each other, both from conflict-related injuries suffered
in this country; both are buried east of the church, with resilient
headstones of a military cast, still on parade, as it were, while
other graves moulder into illegibility. Both stood equally close to
Frank Thompson (no relation), of whom more below. Alike
Rex, Brian and Frank belonged to the gilded youth of 1930s
Oxford; but in the case of the ‘Cannibal Thompsons’ – as they
seem to have been known locally – the tragedy of World War
II engulfed father as well as son.
Reginald Campbell Thompson senior was an archaeologist who
began his career at the British Museum and later moved to
Oxford, where he became reader in Assyriology. His early
excavation partners in the Near East had included T E Lawrence,
with whom he explored the ancient city of Karkemish. Around
1930 he organized a series of notable digs at Nineveh which
attracted such colleagues as Max Mallowan (and thus earned
him the dedication of a thriller by the latter’s wife, Agatha
Christie). Having served throughout the First World War in the
Arab lands, he signed up at the start of the Second for the Home
Guard, though already in his sixties. On 23 May 1941 he had a
fatal seizure while landing with a Thames river patrol at
Moulsford. His death may well have been hastened by the recent
sad fate of his elder son.
Rex Campbell Thompson enjoyed the kind of privileged
education we encountered with the Carritts: the Dragon S chool,
Cheltenham College, and briefly Oxford, before hostilities broke
out. He did not share the left-wing politics of the Carritts or
Frank Thompson, so could throw himself into the war effort
from the start, joining the RAF Volunteer Reserve. On 4 April
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1941 Rex was in a bomber which crashed on Dartmoor after a
successful sortie over Normandy. His death grieved not just his
own family and the Carritts, but also his friend and neighbour
from childhood, Frank Thompson. Frank was an intellectual
and literary dynamo (closely linked at that time with the young
Iris Murdoch). He was also already a poet of some renown, and
from his billet in Egypt he wrote a fine elegy in memory of
Rex. Thompson writes – in measures somewhat reminiscent of
Matthew Arnold – of how we walked together:
From Foxcombe round by Cumnor in the kind
Celandine season or in harebell weather
When haws glow crisp from hedges.

He concludes by recalling the last
Visit to Sunningwell, when we tarried,
Liking the churchyard and its yew-dark grass, Where, if they tell
the truth, you now lie buried.

Our only mention, I suppose, in the annals of English verse.
June 2013
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Mathews (i)

From time to time readers may have wondered about the evidence
for these tales. How do we know what we do know about
Sunningwell’s past? There are many works of reference, about
people and places, genealogy and careers, some official records,
especially censuses, etc., much of it available on the web
nowadays, and therefore searchable. Moreover, churches and
their clergy were long better documented than the rest of society.
Sometimes more specific written sources exist, like the new
biography I’ve drawn on lately for Brian Carritt and the
Campbell Thompsons (35-6). On occasion I’ve been able to
adduce manuscript materials too (like the inventory of Rector
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Benet’s assets in 17). Then there is visual evidence, starting
with the church monuments themselves, and the finds of
archaeologists – frustratingly incomplete as those can be (see
15). Not least, we have the oral record: what people (think they)
remember: a resource hugely valuable in its own right, but
needing much caution as to its historical validity.
Naturally enough, however, historians are always grateful when
they are able to draw on the work of earlier historians. And
our village, unlike many of comparable size, can boast its own
historian, a full century ago. A little book entitled Sunningwell
and Bayworth, AD 811 to AD 1911 appeared anonymously in the
latter year, with the local Abingdon firm of Burgess and Son.
It’s a modest compendium. Its 61 pages retail much information
about the community, in all periods from its origins onwards,
though it says little about the recent past. Beginning with extracts
from the chronicles of Abingdon abbey, it proceeds through
passages drawn from the public records to more anecdotal
materials from antiquaries, notably Thomas Hearne and the local
lord of the manor, Thomas Baskerville (see 11). Predictably, it
is strongest on the church and its rectors; there are nuggets on
villagers, the manor and other prominent houses. All was
thrown together without much regard to narrative or analysis; but
the writer had read quite widely and must have spent time in a
library, presumably Oxford’s Bodleian.
Apparently it was always an open secret who wrote the book: a
lady called Edith E Mathews. Why she did so, and indeed why
she was in Sunningwell at all, is more puzzling. What we know
of her life provides some clues, and I’ll write about that next
time. Her printed text is impersonal for the most part; but it
ends with an avowal about the village in a quite different tone:
I love the place and my friends in it and rejoice that fate has
cast my lot here.

Moreover, Edith’s engagement continued. It’s a curious fact
about the surviving copies of her book – I have seen half a
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dozen of them – that almost every one contains further manuscript
notes, all written in the same hand, presumably her own. This
suggests both that she retained her enthusiasm for the village,
but also that she was left with quite a few unsold items.
July 2013
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Mathews (ii)

Last time we looked at the work of Sunningwell’s historian,
Edith Emma Mathews. What kind of a person was she and what
prompted her to write? Jean Williamson remembers ‘Miss’
Mathews – the style by which she was known to young people
– as a severe and rather disagreeable old lady, who walked round
the village always wearing a veil, and nodded but never spoke
to those she met. She lived on her own, with private means, at
The Lodge, on the Beaulieu Court corner, a six-roomed house
she had moved to before the war. There she died, on the last
day of 1938.
In fact Edith was no old maid, though she had perhaps come
close to being one. The daughter of a clergyman, Arthur
Baynham, who ministered first at Daventry, where Edith was
born in 1848, and then at Charlton and West Lavington in
Wiltshire, she continued to live at home for many years, latterly
no doubt as support for her widowed father. But after his
death in 1892, everything changed. By 1901 she appears in the
census as having moved to Sunningwell and also as a married
woman. Yet there is no sign of a husband; rather she is boarding
in the Rectory together with the recently arrived incumbent here,
Benjamin Whittington (we met him in 20), a single man, and
two servants. Ten years later, now installed with a
housekeeper at The Lodge, Edith is recorded as ‘married
13 years’ (i.e. not a widow). Had she thrown herself at some
suitor called Mathews and swiftly regretted it? That seems quite
likely: we now know that in 1897 she wed a Charles Matthews,
17 years her junior, only to divorce in 1898. Perhaps her
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transient spouse was related to the Angelo Mathews, from an
artistic Welsh family, who in the 1880s settled with his Oxford
wife Emma, née Colegrove, on Boars Hill, where they became
leaders of local society.
Meanwhile Edith must have found solace in her historical
researches. She had probably been introduced to them at her
father’s parsonage: many Victorian clerics were avid antiquarians.
She may well have been inspired by a patriotic vogue for the
‘story of England’, especially of its Anglo-Saxon roots, which
reached a peak in the Edwardian age. In that spirit her
Abingdon publishers describe themselves on the title page as
operating at ‘Ye Olde Printinge Workes’. Their author even
acquired a quaint medievalist spelling of her Christian name as
‘Edythe’ on her tomb in the churchyard. Certainly Edith showed
enthusiasm for long-established values. She praises her friends
the Greens (remember them from 19?) as revivers of the best
tradition of lords of the manor in Sunningwell and Bayworth.
Above all she lauds ‘the present Rector ... a man much loved
by the poor of his Parish and by all who have the privilege of
knowing him well’. Others, it must be said, judged him a dry old
stick, and not much of a pastor either. But clearly there was a
bond between Mathews and Whittington, which might explain
her coming to Sunningwell in the first place, something – it
seems – to remain silent about under her veil.
August 2013
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Thomas (i)

As we look forward to the first firework party on our Village
Green, alias Glebe, it’s worth recalling that one of HM’s Chief
Inspectors of Explosives is buried in our churchyard. Sir Reginald
Aneurin Thomas was a son of the Empire and career soldier.
Born in 1879 to a colonial family in Ceylon, and educated at
Cheltenham College, that great seminary for the Raj, he then
78

trained at Woolwich for the Royal Artillery, and was promptly
sent to fight in South Africa. By the time of his death over 70
years later, he was the oldest surviving British officer from the
Boer War. During World War I his skills in gunnery and its
logistics brought him to attention in high places: he was set to
analyse the supply of shells to the trenches and then the design
flaws that prevented British warships from asserting technical
superiority in the Jutland campaign.
When peace returned, Thomas’s skills with combustible matter
could be given a new civilian priority. Alongside the massive
growth in the industrial use of low-flash-point oils, the twenties
were a time of rapid expansion of motoring, and petroleum
proved a highly dangerous substance whose transport and storage
demanded careful regulation. Thomas moved to the Home Office
and became a national authority in what these days we should
call Health & Safety. He revised a primer on the subject, ‘for
the use of local inspectors and motorists’, including a ‘word of
advice to chauffeurs’. It conveys the atmosphere of a period
when ‘petroleum filling stations’ were supplied by
‘mechanically-driven road tank wagons’ (or even ‘horse-driven’
ones – remember them?) And it details some of the ghastly
accidents that could befall those who failed to take precautions.
Thomas was a pioneer in the underground storage of fuel.
Thomas remained Chief Inspector through the Second World
War. The Germans were not his only enemies. On one occasion
he was called out to investigate an unexploded IRA device at
Victoria station. No flying squad in those days; no emergency
provisions. Nothing for it but to hire a taxi and carry the bomb
away to be defused on Woolwich marshes. The cab driver
needed to be squared out of Thomas’s own pocket (‘triple fare
OK guv?’). In 1945 he retired, but continued with manifold
activities, from expert testimony on gunpowder or gelignite to –
appropriately enough – help with Glass’s Guide to Car Values,
the bible of the motor trade. In 1970 he moved with his family
to Holmwood on Boars Hill, next door to what had been the
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house of Frank Roby who, as you may recall from an earlier tale
(5), was driven to meetings of the Oxford Fieldpaths Society by
his chauffeur (a devotee, perhaps, of Thomas’s Primer on the
Storage of Petroleum). As his middle name hints, Reginald
Aneurin came from a background of Welsh Nonconformity; but
he converted to the Catholic faith of his wife Kathleen, and
when he died in 1975 he was interred with – for Sunningwell –
unprecedented Catholic ceremonial. That’s another story, for
next time.
September 2013
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Thomas (ii)

Last month I wrote about Sir Reginald Aneurin Thomas. He
and his wife Kathleen, who both died in 1975, appear to be the
first people buried here with full Catholic ritual since the
Reformation, an ecumenical event readily embraced by the then
rector, Sidney Brunning, but which also required permission from
the bishop of Oxford and from his Roman- Catholic equivalent in
far-away Portsmouth. Kathleen’s family, the Blisses, had been
devoted to the Church of Rome for a century. Her grandfather,
William Henry Bliss, conceived a deep admiration for John
Henry Newman while a student at Oxford in the 1850s. He
entered the Anglican ministry, and became vicar of North
Hinksey for a spell; during that period his son George Cecil
was born. But William Henry soon had to resign his office as he
followed Newman into the Catholic Church. He turned himself
into a librarian and noted scholar of ecclesiastical history,
working at the Bodleian in Oxford and then for many years in
the Vatican.
There was an entrepreneurial spirit in the family too: it was
related Blisses who built the massive Victorian tweed mill at
Chipping Norton with its amazing chimney. George Cecil became
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a leading tea planter in Ceylon, where he found a wife from
another Catholic clan, the Hewetts. Kathleen, their only child,
returned to Britain for a suitably Catholic education and then,
after marrying Reginald Thomas in the last year of World War I,
raised their own children in Wimbledon. One of the sons
followed his father’s profession and joined the army but, in
tribute to the family’s remarkable religious commitment, two of
them entered the Jesuit order. Martin was tragically murdered on
mission in Southern Rhodesia, as that country was turning into
Zimbabwe during desperate years of turmoil. Hilary pursued a
teaching career at Stonyhurst College, the historic school in
Lancashire run by the order. He was recently buried in
Sunningwell churchyard, close to another Jesuit, a Hewett cousin
of his.
When the extended Thomas family moved to Boars Hill in 1970,
they had a special reason for choosing a property near the top
of Lincombe Lane. It placed them very close to an existing
Catholic church there dedicated to St Thomas More. That
diminutive building – for practical purposes a chapel – had been
constructed out of the stables-cum-garage at the house,
meaningfully named Grace Dieu, of some further fervent
Catholics, the typographer and publisher Bernard Newdigate and
his wife Ada. Newdigate, who died in 1944, came from a
long-established dynasty of country landowners based in
Warwickshire, and sometimes spelled Newdegate, or even both
ways at once. Ironically enough, their most prominent modern
representative, Charles Newdigate Newdegate (!), had been the
fiercest political and intellectual opponent of the Catholic
revival in Victorian Britain. It’s good to be able to salute this
lively little Catholic community in a corner of our parish
today. We can only surmise whether there were any
parishioners with Catholic sympathies earlier, during the long
period when such views were forbidden and persecuted.
October 2013
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Austin

A reddish marble tombstone by the north-east corner of the tower
has caught the attention of Mike Wykes, since it commemorates
a teacher at his own Oxford college, St John’s. On the face of it,
Charles Alleyne Summers Austin pursued the sedate career of a
typical Victorian don. His college record reels off a series of
scholarships, exhibitions and degrees, culminating in a law
doctorate (DCL) in 1866. A fellow already in his teens, he
became law tutor for 40 years, was called to the bar, served as
vice-president (i.e. deputy head) of the college, and rose to be
senior fellow by the end of his life. Like so many of his kind,
he remained a bachelor, even after the statutes permitted
marriage from the 1870s, and thus retained the right to reside in
the comfort of a roomy suite on St Giles.
Yet there was more to Austin than this. If that were all, how
could he be buried in Sunningwell? There’s a clue already at
the start, since Charles was born in Barbados, son of an Anglican
clergyman, Wiltshire Stanton Austin, who had himself been born
on the same West Indian island in 1793. To judge by the places
of birth of Wiltshire’s nine other children, he ministered mainly
in Britain (though not in his eponymous county!); but their
careers then took them right across the Empire. One served the
church in Barbados; a second became a prelate in Georgetown,
Guyana; a third was a judge in India; others emigrated to Natal
and Australia. It would be strange if Charles had not felt the
pull from his footloose family.
Evidently he did: this Oxford academic went into international
journalism. He spent years writing for the Saturday Review.
Then for a time he lived in India and edited the Madras Times
and Madras Daily News. Later he featured as a special
correspondent for The Times, covering some of the most dramatic
foreign events of the day. In 1867-8 he stood in for the
already legendary war correspondent W H Russell on the
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Abyssinian campaign, reporting alongside G A Henty, the future
children’s novelist, and H M Stanley, the most self- promoting
journalist of them all. Austin’s reports from Paris during the
Commune of 1871 (some sent ‘by balloon post’) were matched
by others relating with gusto republican struggles in the
notoriously unstable politics of Spain. Most of this appeared
anonymously; and we must wonder how it could possibly be
squared with Charles’s quotidian duties at Oxford. That’s not
the only mystery about him. He died in May 1903 at a Boars
Hill residence recorded as Red Copse Farm. It must have lain
somewhere on the site of today’s Red Copse Lane, at the very
edge of our parish, but I find no sign of it on the nineteenthcentury tithe map. Does anyone know? Presumably it no
longer functioned as an agricultural enterprise; but why, in
what was still the pre-motor era, would an ageing unmarried
don set himself up so far from his college base?
November 2013
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Mole

Early in the last century, Ernest Mole was a police officer in
Wandsworth; his wife Jessie Ann hailed from Aberdeen. They
had two children: a son James, who became a major in the army;
and a daughter, another Jessie, around whom this month’s tale
mainly turns. Growing up in London in the inter- war years,
Jessie junior attended Bedford College, a pioneering body in
women’s higher education, and evidently felt free to take up
the kind of scientific career long closed to her sex. She studied
chemistry and gained a doctorate in the field of molecular
dissymmetry, just as the next war broke out. On the strength of
it she became one of the first women to be employed as a
researcher by ICI. In 1950 she joined the young Atomic Energy
Authority, initially in London, but moving five years later to its
main experimental site at Harwell. There she rose to be
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assistant to the director, till her retirement in 1975. That
posting must also have brought Jessie to Sunningwell.
She lived, at first with her – presumably widowed – mother, at
the house above the Rectory which is still called Restenneth.
They probably gave it that name from some reminiscence of
Jessie Ann’s youth in Scotland, since Restenneth is a ruined
priory near Forfar, between Aberdeen and Dundee. Jessie Ann
died in Sunningwell in 1963 and was buried in a conspicuous
location just outside the east window of the chancel. Brother
James also moved to the village in his later years. But it was
Jessie junior who made her mark here. She threw herself into
its life with the same vigour and enthusiasm that had led her
into a scientific career against the odds. She championed a range
of charities, especially Oxfam, and local causes. In May 1961
she joined the parish council and immediately took on the
challenge of its chronic problems: drainage and the pond; busshelters, footpaths, street lighting, and the like. In the minutes
she always appears as ‘Miss’ Mole, although at least one of her
male colleagues is recorded as ‘Dr’. Maybe that’s why her family
made sure her academic title features so clearly on her tombstone,
which lies beside those of Jessie Ann and James.
As late as 1944 girl students were still being exhorted in a college
magazine to ‘think twice before choosing [to work in a lab].
Remember that your hands will be stained and your nails spoilt
beyond repair or manicure.’ Is that why Jessie remained
unmarried? In any event, she led a life of service and fulfilment,
in both its private and its public aspects. Those readers who
relished the earlier adventitious pun on ‘mole- cular’ (and have
been awaiting a deliberate one on ‘Mole’s kin’) might enjoy the
reflection that Klaus Fuchs was not the only mole in cold-war
days at the Atomic Research Establishment.
December 2013
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Shawcross

Not all these tales tell of people actually buried here. Not even
quite all of them are recorded on our memorials – remember
the ‘missing name’ (34) of Arthur Darbishire, unaccountably
omitted from the list of war dead (and keep him in mind for
what follows!). The link with this month’s subject is slightly
more indirect still, but at least we can find his name
commemorated close to the churchyard, and in a connection
very appropriate to our purpose. Moreover, in the centenary
year of the outbreak of the Great War it’s fitting to recall one
of the village’s chief benefactors.
Herbert Tuer Shawcross was born in 1870 into a prosperous
family of cotton spinners in Rochdale. At the height of the
business his father William managed some 300 operatives. After
William’s death in 1884 his widow and seven children were
able to ‘live on their own means’, as the censuses put it. In the
nineties they moved to a house called Yatscombe (later Gilbert
Murray’s) on the Sunningwell side of Boars Hill. Why were so
many industrialists and professionals from the North and the
Midlands among the first generation of settlers there? We’ve
encountered some already: Winterslow Dale, Roby, Pinsent,
Haggie, Dowdall, Jewkes, Burnett ... In the case of the
Shawcrosses, a clue may be that one of Herbert’s sisters married
Ernest de Selincourt, an Oxford-based literary critic who would
become quite celebrated. By 1901 the Selincourts shared the
house and its thirteen rooms with Herbert – and with a still
undergraduate Arthur Darbishire.
Herbert evidently began to take an interest in village life. In
1906 he purchased a plot of land at the bottom of the path
down to Sunningwell from Boars Hill and erected on it what
seems originally to have been called a ‘recreation room’. Its
dimensions were large enough to incorporate a shooting range.
Presumably this reflected widespread contemporary concern that
working people should make more productive use of their
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increased allocation of leisure time – the allotment movement,
likewise active in Sunningwell, formed part of the same campaign
– and that martial skills might not come amiss in the ever tenser
international situation.
When World War I and its horrors were over, the atmosphere
changed. Mindful of friends in the parish who had died, not
least no doubt his old housemate Darbishire, Shawcross made
over the building to the village as a memorial hall, on condition
that the community raise an endowment for it. The legalities
were easily surmounted, for the chair of the parish council at
the time was Chaloner Dowdall, the judge we met in a previous
tale (26).
Law came to feature prominently in Shawcross’ own family.
His nephew Hartley, who seems to have spent some of his
childhood on Boars Hill, became an important public figure.
After the end of the next war he acted as Britain’s chief
prosecutor in the trials of Nazi criminals at Nuremberg.
January 2014
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Sunna

Well, he just might be buried in our churchyard! More likely he
rests at one of the more prominent settlements which still bear
his name – if not on some utterly forgotten battlefield. The one
thing we can be sure of about Sunna is that he’s left us nothing
but his name. However, it’s an important legacy that the name
is preserved, not just in Sunningwell, but in several other places
too. And we are reliably informed that the name was a rare
one in the Saxon world which Sunna inhabited; so it can be
presumed that we’re dealing with a single individual. In the
absence of hard historical facts, there is thus ample scope for –
cautious – speculation.
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To have founded all the settlements that commemorate him,
Sunna must have been a major chieftain. He would probably
have operated around the mid-seventh century (maybe earlier),
bringing together bands of followers, or ‘ingas’, either as new
colonists or from among the existing scattered populations in
the post-Roman countryside of the Thames valley. His main
base lay well to the east of here, around Sonning (in the past
often written and pronounced ‘Sunning’), and around Sunninghill,
some 12 miles to its south-east, the habitation which later
spawned the nowadays better-known village of Sunningdale with
its smart golf courses. There is also Sunbury (‘Sunna’s fort’), a
further 15 miles away in the London direction. This
concentration suggests that Sunna commanded a large tribal
area based in what became east Berkshire, almost a ‘land of the
Sunningas’ for a time. Finally – or did that come first? – he and
his bondsmen established themselves at our own ‘well’, or
spring, a full 20 miles and more in the other direction, perhaps
taking over here from a cell of monks or dependants of the
nascent Abingdon abbey.
Sunna’s territorial grasp was huge by the standard of his times,
even if all his settlements were close to the Thames and thus
mutually accessible by water-borne transport. That prompts a
bolder conjecture. John Blair, one of the greatest experts on the
period, has pointed out to me that this pattern of distant
dependencies is more characteristic of early medieval Ireland
than of England, where landholding on the whole remained more
nucleated. In Ireland it led to weaker, more devolved power
structures, with a plethora of petty kingdoms, against England’s
increasingly robust central authority, mediated by a subordinate
county network. When later the two countries came into conflict,
it was the English model that prevailed. That’s one way in which
local history can impinge on the big themes of national history –
even if, in the present case, Sunna and his folk seem to provide
us with a counter-example.
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Churchyards (i)

Better late than never. As this series draws towards a close, it’s
high time I said something about churchyards as locations and
about their history as the oldest identifiable places in our
communities. Normally they are at least as venerable as the
buildings they surround. At Sunningwell the present church dates
from the thirteenth century: i.e., to be more precise, none of its
visible fabric is judged older than that on stylistic grounds. Yet
the churchyard, especially the part lying towards the pond, has
presumably been here since the first settlers – maybe under
Sunna (see 44) or an earlier group – found the spring which
would have served them as source of nourishment and also
perhaps already as a sacred site.
Some place of worship almost certainly occupied a portion of
the site in those pristine times. It could well have been of wood,
and therefore left no traces. There was, however, plenty of
local stone here, and we saw from the fossil record that the
existing tower incorporates huge blocks from the quarry on the
Bayworth road: so perhaps an earlier construction also used
stone. At any event it probably stood on a slightly different
site, since our ancestors would still have needed it during the
lengthy process of erecting a wholly new building. This might
help to explain the oddest feature of the surviving layout at
Sunningwell. The majority of England’s ancient churches have
their entrance from the south side (that kept the worst of the
weather out); and the main graveyard, with the chief monuments,
naturally tended to be in close proximity. Neither applied at
Sunningwell. Here access was always from the west; then from
the north-west after the porch was added (already quite late in
the building’s history). And few burials at all seem to have taken
place to the south, as recent excavations (15) confirmed. Indeed,
there was little space for them there: explicable if an original
church had been located further north.

February 2014
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Two other features of immemorial churchyards are also
represented at Sunningwell, one of them the yew tree. Ours goes
back several centuries; but there are specimens elsewhere well
over a thousand years old. Some say yews were planted to protect
the church precinct from animals, which would keep clear of
their poisonous foliage; others that they were valued as wood for
longbows. Most likely they possessed a general cultic importance
back into pre-Christian times. The other feature is less
conspicuous, but no less fascinating: the remains of a standing
stone cross. These, maybe associated with outdoor preaching,
were a feature of Anglo-Saxon England. Would that ours might
be so venerable! Since all that survives is a square base and a
short length of crudely rounded shaft, we’ve too little to go on.
Intriguing, however, is the mention by Thomas Baskerville
(11), writing in 1683, of four crosses which formerly stood in
the village, one of them in the churchyard. All, he tells us,
‘were thrown down by Sir William Waller’s Souldyers (as our
people say)’ during the Civil War.
March 2014
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Churchyards (ii)

Last time, when I wrote about the earlier history of our
churchyard, there was very little about graves. Certainly they
were not the only purpose for an enclosed space which protected
the sacred building, gathered together the spiritual values of the
surrounding place, and gave scope for outdoor preaching and no
doubt secular entertainment too. Part of it must always have
been used for burials, but we’ve no record of this till much later.
Tombs would have been simple; temporary – and probably
associated with a charnel house to collect bones; and presumably
unmarked, as for centuries hardly anyone was literate besides the
priest (perhaps) and the occasional Abingdon monk. So we have
no way of telling their stories, much as we should like to:
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Let not Ambition mock their useful toil,
Their homely joys, and destiny obscure;
Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of the poor.

When Edward Gray wrote those famous lines in 1751, inspired
by the serenity and integrity of another churchyard not so very
far from here, at Stoke Poges, only one of our own still fully
legible tombstones was already in place. And that by accident,
since it had long been hidden below ground, until it was unearthed
when we excavated on the south side of the church building in
2011 (15). Now it too is weathering fast, so look at it while you
can! It commemorates ‘Anthony Beesley who died Sep[tember]
22 1738’. Otherwise all the inscriptions which I can decipher
date from the nineteenth century onwards. And none of the
lichen-encrusted headstones can be much older.
Besides the ravages of time, there may be a further reason for
that. Whether from the forced modesty of a poor and obscure
community, or from want of a suitable local tradition of
craftsmanship, Sunningwell seems to have had none of the
conspicuous and sumptuous tombs that survive from earlier
periods in many another churchyard: the pompous chest and
table tombs of the Cotswolds, say; family vaults, and even
classical urns and other funerary monuments. We have few
examples either of the fine vernacular deep-cut stone-carving
which was superseded in the railway age by mass-produced
lettering. Nor do we have the rhymes or the charming angels,
cherubs and the like that often decorate older graves. Only a
few of our modern equivalents are at all notable in design: the
spectacular weeping figures on the Burnett tomb; the Dale vertical
wooden slat; the Carritt military stone, commonplace elsewhere
but the only one of its kind at Sunningwell (see 31, 3 and 35
respectively). Yet perhaps that is as it should be, if we call to
mind the poignant stanza of Gray’s ‘Elegy’ that immediately
follows the one cited above:
The boast of heraldry, the pomp of pow’r,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e’er gave,
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Awaits alike th’ inevitable hour.
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

April 2014
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Church Monuments

As we’ve seen over the last two months, nothing ancient survives
in the churchyard that is of a personal nature. Only within the
church building, where they have been spared the ravages of
weather and human interference, do we find older memorials.
Again we have nothing spectacular: contrast the pompous tombs,
elaborate brasses, even whole funerary aisles, sometimes dating
back to the Middle Ages, which may occupy much space
elsewhere. Sunningwell houses a dozen or so wall plaques, a
handful of floor tombs, and two window dedications. Almost all
of these have already been described in earlier tales; here it’s
essentially a matter of explaining their larger context.
The privilege of commemoration inside a church, and especially
of burial there, was enjoyed mainly by two – overlapping –
groups: lords of the manor and clergy. Besides them, a few
individuals could gain access who counted as distinguished in the
local society of their time. The three dynasties that owned the
Sunningwell and Bayworth estate from the end of the sixteenth
century until the nineteenth are all represented: Baskerville
(10–11), Stonhouse, and Bowyer (18); though the latter two only
by younger sons who had become rectors, or by their family
members. Poignantly the Stonhouse- Vigor connection is
perpetuated by the monument to a daughter of the house who
died at the age of 10. This reminds us that clergy regularly
moved on to higher things, or at least richer benefices, often
leaving behind deceased dependents – as with the two clerical
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ladies, a wife and a mother, who rest in the transept (30). An
earlier incumbent, Samuel Fell, is interred near the altar with his
family (8-9). Two more recent ones, Joseph Benet and Benjamin
Whittington (17 & 20), have plaques; whereas the east window
(24) is a beautiful memorial to the first wife of Rector Graham
Squire.
And the distinguished individuals? There is Clifford WhittingtonGreen (19), who died in action early in World War I, and whose
family were then prominent in the village; similarly Sidney
Heath-Smith (6-7), who fell late in World War II. There are two
long-serving twentieth-century churchwardens (Greening and
Hopley: 32 & 13), and two benefactors (Haggie and Burnett: 25
& 31). Most intriguingly there are three generations of Blowers
in the decades around 1700: two Christophers, father and son;
Mary, wife of the elder Christopher; and the daughter of the
younger Christopher. Christopher senior was apparently a
successful lawyer, presumably London-based. Did he retire to
Sunningwell? Where did he live? One thing is sure: their
memorial witnesses to another family sorrow, for its youngest
recorded member, the quaintly named Barbery, died young, like
Caroline Stonhouse-Vigor. The little motto on Caroline’s tablet
says it all: ‘Life how short! Eternity how long!’
May 2014
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Brunning

Just a few decades ago Rev Sidney John George Brunning played
a role in Sunningwell which would soon come to appear almost
inconceivable: he spent his whole mature clerical career here,
and had charge of this one parish alone. Brunning was born in
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1913 in London, where his father worked for a leather
merchant in Hackney. He became a civil servant, then a
conscientious objector during the war. That evidently focused
his mind on religion: when peace returned he studied for
ordination and did a round of curacies before arriving in
Sunningwell with his wife Mary and their young family in 1955.
His three immediate predecessors had not stayed long: a decade
in total. John (as he preferred to be known) made up for that, with
a 26-year ministry.
Tall, slim and with full beard, Brunning cut a striking figure. In
his black cassock he bore a passing resemblance to Cyprus’s
Archbishop Makarios, obstreperous leader of the island’s
movement for independence from Britain at precisely that time
(and indeed an exact contemporary of Brunning). Though
remembered as a diffident man, John evidently entered into
community life to the full. He promoted fund-raising drives in
aid of church repairs. He directed drama and other outreach
activities. He embraced plans in the 1960s for the enhancement
of the village and its amenities – albeit they soon fizzled out.
He played his part in the relocation of the primary school and
then the campaign to establish and secure an art school in its
old building. Above all, for our purposes, he conducted and
sustained lengthy negotiations for an extension of the graveyard,
which seem to have lasted most of his incumbency and which
we’ll look at next time.
One small snapshot of Brunning’s everyday world survives. On
13 October 1968 a reporter from Oxford attended evensong at
Sunningwell. Not a special occasion: in fact ‘on this evening,
with the chill of autumn in the air, the benches with their
astonishing poppy-head ends are only sparsely filled.’ We hear
of ‘the choir, two boys and a man, whose surplices so crisp and
bright match the colour of the walls almost exactly’. Happily
they ‘perform extremely well, and the service has a warmth and
sparkle about it which so much more pretentious worship often
lacks’. And there is John Brunning, preaching on the collect for
the day, whose theme is temptation. Beware the ‘unholy trinity’
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of ‘the world, the flesh and the devil’. Beware the ‘animal’ side
of man’s ‘dual nature’, which drags him down, whereas the
‘spiritual’ side would grant him ‘grace to reach the heights’.
When worldly enticements capture his mind, he falls prey to
mental illness. Of all the hundreds, indeed thousands of homilies
he must have delivered in our church, is this the only one to have
been recorded at all for posterity?
June 2014
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The New Churchyard (i)

John Brunning, whom we considered last time, retired from
Sunningwell to East Anglia in 1981. But when he died twenty
years later, he chose to be returned for burial in one of the
freshly consecrated plots west of the church. His headstone is
still (just) the tallest in that part of the graveyard. This seems
fitting, since it was Brunning who had achieved the extension
of the cemetery. The process had been a slow one, even as the
need became acute. For centuries the same ground must have
been regularly reused for interment, but in modern times that
was felt to be more and more unacceptable. Once literacy
prevailed and inscriptions commemorated the dead, it seemed
irreverent to disturb them. In Sunningwell by the 1950s existing
space was mostly taken and it must have appeared obvious where
to look for more: just outside the porch, and skirting the trunk of
the yew, ran a wall; and beyond it the church’s own glebe land
beckoned.
Glebe historically connoted that land in the parish, originally
often part of the open fields, later enclosed, that belonged in
trust to the incumbent and sustained him (along with tithe on
the rest of the village crops). In Tale 17 we encountered it as
part of the assets of an eighteenth-century rector, Joseph Benet.
But in Benet’s day Sunningwell glebe actually lay closer to
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Abingdon, on the south-facing slope alongside Pen Lane. Only
in 1871 was a transfer effected, whereby the then rector, Graham
Squire, acquired the terrain beside the church, two fields called
Upper and Lower Bury Close. On 29 January 1965 the PCC
minutes record that Brunning had ‘made an offer of £100 for
⅓ acre of the glebe land required for the church yard
extension’. But negotiations were slow and implementation still
slower. Not until the beginning of the 1980s, as Brunning was
about to retire, did the first burials take place.
His initiative had come only just in time. In 1978 the Church of
England conveyed all glebes from the ownership of the parish
clergy to that of the relevant diocesan board of finance. Very
quickly it began selling them off in whole or in part, mainly for
housing. That same PCC meeting in 1965 had already seen which
way the wind was blowing. It carried unanimously a motion
opposing any ‘undesirable development’ on any part of
Sunningwell glebe. When the diocese duly proposed such
development in the 1990s, right next to the new churchyard,
parishioners fought their vehement, protracted and ultimately
successful campaign as far as the highest court in the land to
have the rest of the glebe registered as a village green. So there
can now be no more extensions to the cemetery. Next time I
shall round off this series with a brief look at God’s new acre
and a few of those whose memory it preserves.
July 2014
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The New Churchyard (ii)

The final episode of this series appropriately brings us up to the
present day. As we saw last time, the precinct of the church
could be extended under Rector Brunning. That has so far allowed
Sunningwell, unlike many other villages, to maintain the
tradition whereby amenity and cemetery are combined in the
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immediate surrounds of the historic church building. Since the
beginning of the 1980s nearly a hundred burial plots, single or
double, have been occupied (alongside continuing use of the
older churchyard for some existing graves). The place is tidy
and ordered, befitting the tidiness and order of much
contemporary life; but in smaller ways, happily, regulation has
become less tight than it used to be, as mourning assumes new
forms in a more secular society.
Old village names still strike the eye: Honey, Cross, Hoborough,
Green; but we have also become more inclusive and
cosmopolitan. There are two Jesuits we met in a previous tale
(40) and a young Chinese dissident (Liao Dingding); as well as
the great Jewish scholar Géza Vermes – world authority on the
historical Jesus and on the Dead Sea Scrolls – and his first wife
Pamela, with Hebrew inscription. There is a colourful traveller’s
grave (Joe Smith); and we find Boars Hill academics, such as
John Armstrong and his wife Elizabeth, both historians of
France, alongside new kinds of professional, such as aviators
Anthony Vandermere Fleming and Aylmer Aldwinckle (the
latter apparently founded the national airlines of Swaziland).
God’s new acre can be a hard place for those of us who have
family and friends buried in it. There is, however, one lighter
touch. The headstone for a road accident victim is inscribed
with the last lines of Lewis Carroll’s most ambitious and
enigmatic poem, The Hunting of the Snark:
In the midst of the word he was trying to say,
In the midst of his laughter and glee,
He had softly and suddenly vanished away—
For the Snark was a Boojum, you see.

At one level this is nonsense, or at least hilarity: it links with a
long history of playful tombstone texts, found in many
churchyards (though not otherwise here in Sunningwell, unless
we include those diverting errors by ill-informed masons: cf. 8
and 10). But it also beautifully captures the play of light and
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shade, of joy and sadness, in any quest for stories of the
departed. Moreover, if you seek out this verse, reflect that the
real author, Charles Dodgson, who thought nothing of walking
twenty miles a day through the countryside around his home at
Christ Church, Oxford, must surely have passed by Sunningwell
from time to time, perhaps musing on elusive snarks and
perilous boojums as he went, and on the whole world of
surprises to be found in rural churchyards such as ours.

Sunningwell church from the north east
by Pat Gove, August 2014
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Appendices

A

Seddon and Sunningwell

Few villages, especially smaller ones, have any direct connection
with major architects of the past. Only the grandest of country
houses have records to tell us who designed them; and only in
the case of (say) a Vanbrugh or Hawksmoor would the name
convey much today to the non-specialist. The most prominent
ancient edifice in most villages is the church, and whereas these
are structures evidently planned with great care in whole or in
part, perhaps by a single hand, we are typically dealing with
medieval craftsmen long consigned to oblivion.
So it is with Sunningwell. The historic manor house at Bayworth
has gone, and the surviving old buildings in the village display
period character rather than evidence of any specific designer.
Their style is, to employ the professional term, ‘vernacular’. The
church has fine constructional features from the thirteenth
century to the sixteenth, but not even the famous Jewel Porch, let
alone the handsome tower, can be associated with any known
blueprint. Only when the church fell into disrepair and needed
restoration in the Victorian period did Sunningwell finally enjoy
the attention of an important architect: John Pollard Seddon.
Seddon, born in London in 1827, quickly established himself
as a leading exponent of the Gothic revival, the predominant
fashion of the day. He built mansions private and public,
especially in Wales, where his most celebrated creation is the
Old College, originally intended to be a seaside hotel, whose
fantastical towers and spires dominate the front at Aberystwyth.
But Seddon became best known as a church architect, who drew
on a repertoire of models from the English and French Middle
Ages. He was a natural candidate to carry out renovation at
Sunningwell too when the rector, Graham Squire, set about this in
the 1870s. The result was a sensitive refurbishment of the
historical features of the church, including the porch – except
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that Seddon made the mistake of roofing it with concrete, a
novel material whose pressure on the structure beneath he
seriously underestimated!
But there was more to Seddon than this. Looking at the lovely
east window, with its delicate blues and greens, which he
designed as a memorial to Squire’s wife (24), we can tell that
Seddon had consorted with the Pre-Raphaelite painters. More
striking still is the encaustic floor in the chancel, with its
programme from Revelation, the last and most mysterious book
in the Bible, and its tiles still as vivid and colourful as when
they were laid down. It is the only pavement of its kind in
England (though there’s a further fine one at another place
restored by Seddon, the beautiful remote Monmouthshire church
of Llangwm Uchaf). These elements suggest to me that inside
the Gothic revivalist and preservator there was another Seddon
struggling to get out.

B

The ‘Bishop’s Chair’

One of Sunningwell’s little-known treasures is the so-called
Bishop’s Chair. These days we bring it out for episcopal
visitations, i.e. not often! It’s a solid Victorian chair made of
oak, stained almost black, and bulky (the back stands four feet
high). A typical product of its day, you might think. But look
more closely, and it’s not at all what you would expect. The
chair is covered in what, for most villagers here, are strange
words and devices.
This is actually a bardic chair, specially made to be presented
to the winning poet at an eisteddfod, or Welsh cultural
competition. The eisteddfod, literally a ‘sitting place’, originated

Actually I have evidence for that claim. When Seddon came to
work at Sunningwell he had just been commissioned to create a
church more or less from scratch in Herefordshire, with no
expense spared. The result was sensational. On a bluff of land
at Hoarwithy, overlooking the river Wye just north of Ross,
Seddon designed a pure Italianate building, approached beneath
a dramatic campanile and through a loggia which seem to have
come straight from Tuscany. Inside is a riot of colour and
light, with a domed apse, marble pillars, elaborate woodcarvings, and mosaics with a Byzantine flavour. Perhaps, if
Seddon had had a freer hand in Sunningwell, something quite
different and equally exotic would have emerged here too.

The ‘Bishop’s Chair’
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in the Middle Ages. At that time larger gatherings of poets
might be organized under princely patronage, whereas the
institution mainly flourished as a local festivity in various parts
of Wales. A rough parallel would be the contests of
Meistersinger, or ‘master-singers’ in Germany that inspired
Wagner’s opera. The smaller eisteddfodau survived into the
nineteenth century, when a major process of renewal and
innovation took place. On the one hand an annual ‘National’, or
country-wide, Eisteddfod was created; on the other hand, a
separate Gorsedd, or guild (literally ‘throne’) of bards, was
instituted within it, sporting colourful robes and indulging in
elaborate ceremonial. For all the genuine antiquity of the
eisteddfod itself, this Gorsedd was pure make-believe, the recent
fantasy of a brilliant but fraudulent stonemason, though
contemporaries did not yet realize that.
Let’s carry out a closer inspection. There is a date on
Sunningwell’s chair, hard to find, since it’s half-hidden in the
folds around the dragon on the seat-back: 1873. Across the inside
arms and back we learn the occasion, an EISTEDDFOD
GENEDLAETHOL, or National Eisteddfod, and also find the
place where it was held, YR WYDDGRUG, a small town in
Flintshire known in English as Mold. The other inscriptions are
standard texts of the day, illustrating the country, its virtues
and the strong religious faith which then animated it: (outside
the upper arms) CYMRU LAN [fair Wales] and GWLAD Y
GAN [land of song]; (on the back) TYWYSOGAETH CYMRU
[principality of Wales]; (around the base) OFNA DDUW AC
NID RHAID IT OFNI DYN [fear God and you need not fear
man].
So we know when and where the chair was competed for. That
allows us to identify the victor. He was a Congregationalist
minister called Rowland Williams (1823-1905), serving at that
time in London. A poor lad who began as a carpenter and then
stood out as a preacher (though a notoriously wearisome one),
Williams plied a literary trade too. He became skilled in the
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verse metres, both strict and free, requisite for success at any
eisteddfod, using a conventional alias, or bardic name: Hwfa
Môn, ‘the wise owl of Anglesey’, his native county. Williams
achieved much success, winning the national chair three times
in all.
Neither his poems nor his sermons are much esteemed these
days, but Hwfa Môn was one of the great showmen and cultural
emblems of nineteenth-century Wales. A hulking man with
considerable stage presence, Williams’ career as a kind of folk
hero culminated in his OTT performances before American
audiences at the Chicago world fair in 1893 and then in his years
as archdruid and head of the Gorsedd. These coincided with the
revelation, by serious scholars, that the traditions he was acting
out lacked any proper historical basis. Hwfa Môn ignored the
evidence and continued to serve what he believed to be the
national Welsh cause. His poem that won the Mold chair was
entitled ‘Caradog yn Rhufain’, ‘Caractacus in Rome’, no doubt a
patriotic effusion to celebrate the defeated British warrior whose
noble demeanour won over the hearts of his conquerors. A bit
like the Welsh in Victorian England, he may have thought.
If the spurious mysteries of the Gorsedd were at length exposed,
one genuine puzzle remains. How did Hwfa Môn’s chair fetch
up in Sunningwell? He married an elderly widow and had no
children. He died at Rhyl, on the North Wales coast. Maybe it was
already surplus to requirements in his lifetime (as we’ve seen, he
acquired other bardic furniture too). No one can now remember,
and I’d welcome any suggestions. Some twenty years ago there
was a scare that latter-day Welsh nationalists might purloin the
chair, so it was placed under lock and key in the church vestry.
It’s a fine irony that an object which belonged to one of the
most prominent Welsh Nonconformists should nowadays be
associated with the office of bishop against which they had
rebelled.
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C

sometimes at Sunningwell, then much more retired than
even at this time, abundance of woods having been
destroyed thereabouts, particularly a great deal of the fine
Park of Radley, to wch the scholars of Oxford used so
much to resort. At Sunningwell they have the tradition of
Fryer Bacon’s studying there to this day, where
(according to the same tradition) he had an Observatory,
and that, too, upon the Tower of the Church. There is
always some Ground for such sort of Tradition, and ‘tis
not therefore to be despised. ‘Tis very likely that he might
often go up to the top of that Tower and make his
observations, though (as I take it) the Church and the
tower have been much altered since his days. The
Tower seems formerly to have stood at the west end of
the Church, but now ‘tis on the north side of it, on
ch
purpose to make the form of a X w , with the south
wing and the Porch at the west end (wch Porch is a
curious fine thing, that I have often taken notice of, like
an Oratory, wch I believe it was once), it really does.2

Hearne on Roger Bacon

The local link with Bacon is conjectural, but no different in
that respect from most aspects of the learned friar’s life. Even
the basic facts of his career, including the time he spent at Oxford,
remain obscure. Bacon is remembered as a pioneer of
experimental science, especially optics, but in earlier times was
celebrated rather as astrologer and alchemist, even as a magician
and necromancer. Most famously he was credited with fashioning
a brazen head, an automaton that could speak and always gave
correct answers. For centuries people believed he had used a
tower on the Grand Pont, or ‘Folly Bridge’, as his scholarly
den.
Posthumous legends about Bacon, which came together in print
as The Famous Historie of Fryer Bacon and gave rise around
1589 to one of the first English comedies, by Robert Greene,
make no mention of Sunningwell. The first surviving written
reference appears to be in the diary of the antiquary Thomas
Hearne for 23 September 1724. Hearne, a Berkshire man who
became an Oxford don with a passion for historical detail,
assembled a huge collection of records about people and places
at and around the university. He frequently visited Bayworth
and Sunningwell: as we saw earlier (11), he’s a key source for
the decline of the Baskerville family, with whose members he
had shared interests and become well acquainted.
Hearne’s entry at that date in 1724, with his musings on Roger
Bacon’s academic lifestyle, is so fascinating and circumstantial
that it deserves reproducing in full.
Unless I am mistaken, the Place known now by the name
of his Study (the lower Part whereof is certainly very
old) was used by him chiefly for his Astronomical
Studies, and here, I believe, he penn’d many of his
writings that any thing related to that Subject, whilst what
he did in Chymistry was carried on by him in places more
private, sometimes in the Suburbs ... in w ch there was
also a fine grove of trees, now a bare Meadow, and
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It seems, then, that there must have been some actual
contemporary local belief in the Bacon connection. But which
Bacon connection? Note also Hearne’s suggestive comments
about the porch. He makes no mention of John Jewel, but he
does link porch and tower. As John Roberts has recently reminded
us, Jewel himself had a Bacon association: his famous Apology of
the Church of England, originally composed in Latin, was
actually translated into English by Lady Anne Bacon, wife of
Sir Nicholas, at that time Queen Elizabeth’s lord keeper.3
Roberts suggests that the Bacons may have built the porch, so
akin in its decorative scheme to their own new house at St
Albans. If so, their role was soon forgotten. However, is it not
possible that their name was transferred to the church tower,
and came in the process to be understood as a quite different
Bacon?
2
3

Thomas Hearne, Remarks and Collections. Vol. 8: 1722-5 (Oxford, 1907), 271.
Roberts, ‘Jewel Porch’.
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